
By BERNIE BELLAN

Ihave to admit: Knowing
Justice Rosalie Abella’s rep-
utation as a staunch (small

“l”) liberal, and someone who
has long championed the judi-
ciary’s expanding the notion of
“rights” in Canadian society, I
was hesitant to ask her a ques-
tion in which I was going to
quote from a recent article by
Conrad Black, in which he
directly challenged the notion
that our courts should be
advancing rights.

I could tell by the nature of
the overflow audience (over
400) that had gathered at the
Adas Yeshurun-Herzlia
Synagogue on Wednesday,
November 23 to hear Abella that, if I valued
my life, I wouldn’t dare challenge the thesis
that it is the judiciary’s role to expand the
notion of “rights” in Canada. This was defi-
nitely a small “l” liberal crowd, here to cheer
on one of their heroes. All that was needed in
order to make the evening complete was a
crew from CBC to record Justice Rosalie
Abella for a segment of its consistently liberal
radio program, “Ideas”.

In actual fact, I consider myself to be a
wishy-washy sort of “small l”liberal as well,
albeit a cynical one, who’s quite willing to
challenge accepted liberal dogma. And, it
would have been great fun to hear Abella  chal-
lenged when she spoke and hear how she
would have parried questions that might have
tried to poke holes in the notion that our judi-
ciary has been expanding democracy in
Canada - but I chickened out.

You see, Abella was not only extremely
sharp and a fabulous speaker – both off the
cuff and when she was reading from a lively
speech that she delivered with panache, her
sense of humour was good enough to qualify
her as a stand-up comic. She could be self-dep-
recating, but incisive at the same time. I’m
afraid I would have been carved up like a
turkey (It was the eve of American
Thanksgiving.) by someone as intellectually
intimidating as Mme. Abella.

So, what did she have to say? After being
introduced by Justice Freda Steel of
Manitoba’s Court of Appeal, who noted that

both she and Rosalie Abella were
the daughters of Holocaust sur-
vivors, Abella explained, in ref-
erence to being introduced by
Freda Steel: “You’ve become the
judge I like best because you
make me feel tall.” (In case you
need to have that explained, it’s a
reference to both women being
relatively short.)

Abella told the audience this
version of how she happened to
be in Winnipeg this particular
evening: As it happened, she
said, she was on the receiving
end of a phone call from
Winnipeg lawyer Mel Myers,
who asked her whether he could
have the cell number for her
equally famous husband, Irving

Abella. 
When Rosalie Abella replied that Irving did-

n’t like to give out his cell phone number,
Myers said that he was trying to get a hold of
Irving to see whether he might be available to
be the guest speaker for the Jewish Heritage
Centre of Western Canada on November 23rd.
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The Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba has announced the
appointment of Tara Fainstein as
their incoming Chief Executive
Officer. She will assume responsi-
bilities on January 1, 2018, and
will succeed Marsha Cowan.

Originally from Winnipeg,
Fainstein has served both non-
profit and corporate sectors in
senior and advisory roles for close
to 30 years. She will be leaving
her current role of Chief Operating
Officer (Senior Executive Officer & Publisher)
at the Toronto/Montreal-based Canadian Jewish
News, where she has lead for the past three

years.
Fainstein holds both a

Masters in Management from
the University of Guelph and a
Bachelor of Science from the
University of Manitoba. 

She has also completed the
Executive Program from
McGill University and is cur-
rently completing her Certified
Fund Raising Executive
(CFRE) designation.

Fainstein is looking forward
to returning to the city she grew up in and lead-
ing the Foundation into a new chapter of growth
and impact.

Justice 
ROSALIE ABELLA

Continued on page 11. See “Rosalie Abella”.

Tara Fainstein Named New CEO 
of the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba

Appointment comes as part of a planned 
leadership transition announced earlier this year

TARA FAINSTEIN
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Community news

By BERNIE BELLAN

As much as it was interesting to hear Dr. Bryan Schwartz,
Professor of Law at the University of Manitoba, expound
upon the significance of the 100th anniversary of the

Balfour Declaration at an event held Monday, November 27th,
what was also noteworthy about this particular event was the
size – and nature, of the crowd that turned out.

Until now events that had been sponsored by the now almost
three-year-old group, Winnipeg Friends of Israel, had been  held
largely in people’s homes (although two events had been held at
Temple Shalom). This time around though, the venue was a
meeting room in the Clarion Hotel (which not only donated the
room, it also provided refreshments free of charge). As the room
began to fill up, it was clear that more chairs were going to be
needed. All told, there were close to 100 people gathered this
warm November evening to hear from Bryan Schwartz.

Prior to hearing from the main speaker, we heard from
Yolanda Papini-Pollock, who has been the driving force behind
Winnipeg Friends of Israel. During her remarks Yolanda noted
that WFI has been given a
grant by the Jewish Foundation
in support of its Israel advoca-
cy work. (Interestingly, as I
have noted in previous issues,
it is new organizations, includ-
ing WFI and the just-formed
Winnipeg chapter of
StandWithUs Canada that have
taken over the lead in advocat-
ing on behalf of Israel in
Winnipeg – filling a gap left by
other organizations that seem
to have lessened, if not totally
abandoned, their own advoca-
cy efforts on behalf of Israel.)

Following Yolanda’s
remarks, we heard from Peter
Fast, Deputy National
Director, Bridges for Peace.
That organization has also
taken upon itself a much more active role in advocating on behalf of
Israel. Although BFP is a Christian organization, it has forged strong
ties with the Jewish community here. (As a matter of fact, if you are
reading this on Dec. 6, there will be an event tonight at 7:30 pm at the
River Heights Community Centre, sponsored by BFP, in which the dire
situation of the Jews of France will be discussed by a panel including
two experts on the situation.)

Following an introduction by WFI board member Miriam Bronstein,
Bryan Schwartz took the podium. Admitting that he is hardly an expert
on the history of the Balfour Declaration, Schwartz quoted from an
English professor who was also once put in the unenviable position of
being asked to give a lecture on a topic about which he was hardly
expert: “I know nothing, but I know where to look.”

What followed, rather than a detailed exposition on the Balfour
Declaration, was more a thoughtful analysis of how Israel has come to
be vilified so unfairly by so much of the world. While Schwartz did
offer a brief history of events that led up to the Balfour Declaration,
including the desire of an important component of the British govern-
ment during World War I to curry favour, not just with the Jewish pop-
ulation of Great Britain, but world Jewry everywhere, he didn’t spend
much time attempting to present the Arab view of the Balfour
Declaration.

After all, while the first part of that famous proclamation reads “His
Majesty’s government view with favour the establishment in Palestine
of a national home for the Jewish people, and will use their best
endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, “, the second
part does read “it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done
which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-
Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status
enjoyed by Jews in any other country. “

Has there ever been a more ambiguously written statement of inten-
tions that has led to such bitter debate over the years? While some Jews
may be celebrating this, the 100th anniversary of the Balfour
Declaration, for the vast majority of Arabs, the second part of the dec-
laration is perceived as having been ignored.

Yet, in Schwartz’s assessment, “this idea that the Balfour Declaration
of the great British power somehow led to the creation of the Jewish
state is wrong.”

“The Jewish state exists” Schwartz maintained, “because the Jewish
people continued to exist. They persisted – even after the destruction of
the Jewish home by the Romans, even after the expulsion of Jews from
Spain.”

Further, he argued, “not
only was there a Jewish peo-
ple in the world, there was a continued Jewish presence in Palestine.”

Thus, according to Schwartz, “the notion that the Balfour Declaration
was a gift from Great Britain to the Jews is wrong.” It wasn’t just the
British who supported the notion of a “national home for the Jewish peo-
ple” in Palestine, it was all the Allied powers at the time, including the
U.S., France, Russia, and Italy.” 

As far as the argument advanced in many quarters that Lord Arthur
Balfour (who was the British Foreign Secretary at the time) was a
“Christian Zionist” – as was the Prime Minister of Great Britain, David
Lloyd George, Schwartz paraphrased Lloyd George’s own explanation for
the Balfour Declaration: Yes, there was a moral course, but that’s not why
we did it. It was an opportunity to win the support of the Jewish people at
a crucial time in World War I (when the U.S. had yet to suffer a single casu-
alty, and Russia was teeming with internal upheaval). The hope was that the
(perceived) powerful Jewish lobby would rally support for the war.

At the same time though, Schwartz noted that there “was emerging a
large Pan-Arab state from the Ottaman Empire.” In Schwartz’s view, while
“there were somewhat more Arabs living in Palestine than Jews (in 1917),

Bryan Schwartz delivers talk on 100th anniversary of Balfour Declaration

Dr. BRYAN SCHWARTZ
photo courtesy of Don Barnard

Continued on page 15. See “Bryan Schwartz”.

YOLANDA PAPINI-POLLOCK, of
Winnipeg Friends of Israel with ERIC
MALLOY, National Director, Bridges
for Peace     photo courtesy of Don Barnard

The original “Balfour Declaration”



Iwas taken to task recently by one of our read-
ers who expressed profound disappointment
with the way this paper reported on the instal-

lation of the new rabbis at the Shaarey Zedek:
Rabbis Anibal Mass and Matthew Leibl.

That reader wondered why more was not writ-
ten about the Saturday morning service. Here, in
part, was what the letter said: “I attended the
beautiful and encouraging installation. Instead of

writing about how smooth the installation was, the philosophies of the two
new rabbis, and their wonderful sermons” the story “covered the installa-
tion and proceeded to have five paragraphs” about the writer’s visit with his
grandson to the sites of Winnipeg.”

Point well taken – but there is a reason why I asked Gerry Posner (the
writer in question) to write about the rabbis’ installation: He was there; I
wasn’t (nor were any of our other writers). I hadn’t asked Gerry to write
about the installation prior to its having occurred, but when he happened to
mention to me in an email that he had been in Winnipeg that weekend (hav-
ing flown in from Toronto expressly for that occasion), I asked him
whether he might  be able to write something about the event.

Now, anyone who has been reading this paper for some time would know
that Gerry has his own style of writing. It’s folksy – and, I think, quite
charming. But ever since Gerry left this town for the big city of Toronto,
the choice of subjects about which he has been writing has tended to be pri-
marily about  Winnipeggers who made it big when they moved to Toronto.
I, myself, have asked Gerry whether he can’t find something else to write
about – and, to be honest, it’s my prerogative whether I run Gerry’s
columns or not, but I know – from the times that I’ve featured Gerry’s
columns on our website (which isn’t every time he writes) that his profiles
of former Winnipeggers are really quite popular.

Further – it was my decision to run Gerry’s column about the rabbis’
installation on page one of the November 22 issue – which might have
drawn more attention to it than it would otherwise have received. Would
the reader who voiced upset with Gerry’s column have been compelled to
write me a letter of complaint had Gerry’s column been further back in the
paper? I don’t know, but I do agree that the bit about Gerry’s grandson visit
to the zoo was a bit much. (That’s my fault thought for not being a crueler
editor than I already am.)

But, let’s be honest about this: Gerry Posner is one of the nicest guys
you’re ever going to meet – and, as demonstrated by what seems to be a
never-ending list of his acquaintances that form subjects for his columns –
he’s immensely popular, and much loved. When I get asked: “Why can’t he
write about people who have moved back to Winnipeg from other cities –
instead of people who have left Winnipeg?” I answer that Gerry has done
that on occasion – and is quite willing to do that more often but, to be hon-
est, that list if fairly short. So, if you know of someone about whom you
think Gerry ought to consider writing, let me know and I’ll pass it on to

him. 
At the same time I

take it as an indication
how much so many of
our readers regard this
paper as important to
them that they take the
time to let me know
that they think it’s been
steering off course at
times. Over the years
we’ve tried to cultivate
a certain kind of image
for the paper – often
parochial and occasion-
ally  quirky (especially
the stuff  I churn out),
mostly because I find
typical Jewish newspa-
pers to be so darn bor-
ing.  Gerry Posner has
been an indispensable
part of this paper ever
since I began running
his column semi-regu-
larly. It’s not Gerry’s
fault that there are more
ex-members of
Winnipeg’s Jewish
community out in the
world than there are
current members. No
doubt, our fantastic

new rapid transit system will induce thousands of those ex-Winnipeggers
to return to this city once it’s completed – and take a ride through the Parker
Wetlands - or what will be left of them. At that point Winnipeg, no doubt,
will also become a “world class” city - just like Toronto.

Talking about taking heat for not having covered something adequately,
I want to admonish myself for not having had the courage to ask some pen-
etrating questions at two recent events: Justice Rosalie Abella’s speech
about the judiciary’s role in a democracy and Bryan Schwartz’s talk about
the Balfour Declaration. Frankly, I used to stand up at public events and ask
provocative questions, but I became tired of all the angry stares I used to
elicit when I would do that – and the dressings down I would often receive
afterwards. In fact, I could relate to Rosalie’s comment that “judges don’t
pay attention to polls” when it comes to making unpopular decisions but,
all things considered, she would rather be “popular” than not. Maybe that
comes with reaching a certain age; I can relate to what Rosalie Abella said.

If there had been a smaller crowd at the Adas Yeshurun-Herzlia syna-
gogue the night that Rosalie Abella spoke and if I had the chutzpah to take
on a justice of Canada’s Supreme Court, I would have wanted to challenge
her thesis that such things as human rights commissions and the consistent
move in the direction of “minority rights” have led to an enhancement of
democracy. I don’t want to argue the point at this time; I just think there’s
a case to be made for a dissenting view from Justice Abella’s position. But,
let’s be honest: Her reception that particular evening was as a hero for lib-
erals and liberals can be as nasty as conservatives when you challenge their
views. 

I felt much the same when I listened to Bryan Schwartz’s talk about the
Balfour Declaration, but this time the audience was decidedly conservative.
Why the difference? The answer is that the subject matter was Israel and
when it comes to discussing Israel in our Jewish community, by and large
there isn’t much tolerance for critics of that state. It’s not as if it’s only
groups like Independent Jewish Voices that question the direction in which
Israel has been heading for quite some time. I’ve been supportive of groups
like the New Israel Fund, which tries to encourage open and thoughtful dis-
cussion about Israeli government policies.

But, the same way that the crowd at Rosalie Abella’s talk was cheering
on her overtly liberal stance, the crowd at Bryan Schwartz’s talk was cheer-
ing on his conservative position on Israel’s being unfairly targeted for crit-
icism. Just once, I’d like to see a public and  open debate within the Jewish
community about issues that seem to be regarded as accepted positions. It’s
not as if I’ve got my mind made up about anything in particular; I’d just
like to hear an intelligent debate about issues that seem to be closed to dis-
cussion because they arouse such heated reactions. At least in this paper I
want to continue allowing a wide range of opinions to be heard – even if
having those opinions voiced may be deeply annoying to many readers.  

There is another issue that’s been much in the news of late - and that is
the apparently increasing level of anti-Semitism in Canada, especially on
university campuses. The Free Press, for one, has been devoting a consid-
erable amount of coverage to stories that would seem to support the notion
that anti=Semitism is on the rise across Canada.

While I have been applauding recent moves by B’nai Brith to establish a
much higher profile in Canada and the newfound sophistication of their
communications efforts, I am still ambivalent about the way B’nai Brith
focuses on certain anti-Semitic incidents, such as an interview that took
place on the University of Winnipeg radio station. I’m not a university stu-
dent and I can certainly sympathize with students who feel intimidated by
the actions of individuals who would attempt to single out for ostracization
any students who might voice support for Israel, but until recently my
understanding was that the University of Winnipeg was not a school like
Mcgill York, Concordia, or Laval - all schools where pro Israel students are
often subjected to hostile treatment.

Perhaps it’s since Lloyd Axworthy retired as president of that university
that things might have changed at the University of Winnipeg, but I remem-
ber well how Belle Jarniewski, for instance, was able to persuade me that
Axworthy worked tirelessly to make sure that the U of W campus would
provide a welcome environment in which Jewish students who wanted to
express their support for Israel would not feel uncomfortable.

The story about the university’s radio station providing a forum for an
anti-Semite to promulgate her conspiracy theories about Jews is troubling,
but it leads me to wonder: Had anyone previously been monitoring the par-
ticular radio program that allowed anti-Semitic nonsense to be broadcast
one particular evening? Was this a one-off affair or was it part of a pattern
of allowing conspiracy theories to be given an on-air forum? 

The story about this particular broadcast might very well be an isolated
incident and not something about which Jewish students, nor the Jewish
community at large, need be overly worried. It casts a certain pall over the
University of Winnipeg, however, which, given its past reputation for being
a safe place for Jewish students, might be unfair.

(For more on this story, see page 20.)
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Comment

By MYRON LOVE
Is Hell freezing over? 
I pose the question because there appears to be a sea

change underway in Arab-Jewish relations.
No, that doesn’t mean that Hamas, Hezbollah, Al

Qaeda or Iran are going to be laying down their arms
any time soon and turning their weapons into
ploughshares. Nor does it mean that the Palestinian
Authority will soon be changing its propaganda to
present a positive, rather than the current negative
image of Israel.

There are, however, positive stirrings coming out of
Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States.

There is a new broom in Saudi Arabia sweeping out
the old and corrupt. Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman (who may become King, according to
rumour, within a short time) recently launched a
wide scale purge – arresting up to 500 government
ministers, wealthy businessmen and fellow mem-
bers of the royal family, froze over 2,000 bank
accounts and has pledged to fight Iran and Islamic
extremism – with no holds barred.

Part of that fight against Islamic extremism is a clear understanding that
Israel is an integral piece of the fight. 

Some straws in the wind, so to speak:
- The Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Abdul Aziz al Sheikh, recently issued

a ruling forbidding war against the Jews and stated that fighting against
Israel was inappropriate.

- Another Saudi cleric, Dr Muhammad bin Abdel Kareem al Issa, former
Saudi justice minister, senior adviser to the Saudi king and known to be
close to the Crown Prince, has said, as reported in Israel’s Ma’ariv news-
paper, that “any act of violence or terrorism that tries to hide behind reli-
gion has no justification whatsoever, not even in Israel”.

- On November 23, in a historic first, two top officials from Saudi Arabia
– both former government ministers – visited the Great Synagogue in Paris,
where they were greeted by the synagogue’s rabbi and France’s Chief
Rabbi. The officials were Secretary General of the Muslim World League
Dr. Muhammad Abdul-Kareem al-Issa, a former Saudi justice minister, and
Khalid bin Mohammed Al Angari, a former Saudi education minister, who

currently serves as Riyadh’s ambassador
to France.

Saudi-Israeli relations have improved to
the point where the Palestinians are
accusing the Saudis of being Zionist sym-
pathizers.

Then there is this: On November 19,
Kuwaiti writer Abdullah Al-Hadlaq, in an
interview broadcast on a Kuwaiti TV
channel, argued that Israel is an indepen-
dent and legitimate state, that there is no
occupation, that in 1948 there was no state
called Palestine and that the Jews are a
people returning to their promised land.
He envisaged a three-part alliance of the
Arab Gulf States, Israel and America in a

joint campaign to annihilate Hezbollah. 
Al Hadlaq also noted that the “State

of Israel has scientific centers and uni-
versities the likes of which even the old-
est and most powerful Arab countries
lack” and that, in the Koran, Allah

assigns the Holy Land to the Jews.
On another front, there have been reports that Bashar al Assad, the dicta-

tor of Syria, is offering to establish a 25-mile buffer zone along the Israel
border with Syria.

Now, none of this means that peace is going to break out tomorrow. There
are still Hamas and Hezbollah and Al Qaeda and ISIS in Sinai – with Iran
looming in the background.

Still, as one commentator noted, “the Arab masses are beginning to hear
truths about Israel and Judaism that most of them have never heard before
in their lives – truths, moreover, couched in terms of their own religious
precepts. If Muhammad Bin Salman succeeds in driving through his reform
programme – a big if, granted – this realistic approach to Israel will not be
a flash in the pan. Nor would it be new – there is a picture (shown on this
page) that shows Emir Faisal, who welcomed the Jews’ prospective return
to their ancient homeland, with the Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann wear-
ing Arabic dress as a sign of friendship in 1918.”

Winds of change coming to Arab-Israeli relations?

Chaim Weizmann in Arabic dress with Emir
Faisal, son of the Sharif of Mecca, Hussein ibn Ali
(who was played by Omar Sharif in the movie,
“Lawrence of Arabia”)

It’s difficult for Americans to sympathize with
the rulers of Saudi Arabia. Though a longstand-
ing ally of the U.S., the oil-rich theocracy has
helped foment extremism around world by fund-
ing fundamentalist mosques and madrassas. That
15 of the 19 hijackers who carried out the 9/11
attacks were Saudis and not Iranians is some-
thing that can’t be forgotten.

But the moment may have arrived when
Riyadh may be providing some common sense advice Washington should
heed. By taking steps to highlight the need for the West and its Arab allies
to start addressing Iran’s successful drive for regional autonomy, the Saudis
are trying to alert a Trump administration that is hostile to Iran, but asleep
at the wheel when it comes to developments in Syria and Lebanon because
of its infatuation with Russia, that it’s time for a wake-up call.

The confrontation stems from the Saudis’ decision to intervene in
Lebanon, whose Prime Minister Saad Hariri resigned during a visit with his
Saudi patrons. This may have been the result of Saudi pressure or a gen-
uine desire to rid Lebanon of the Hezbollah terrorist movement that domi-
nates the country. Either way, the Saudis have a point.

Thanks to President Barack Obama’s withdrawal from Iraq, Iran’s allies
now control that country. The success of Iranian, Hezbollah and Russia
forces in winning the Syrian Civil War for the Bashar al-Assad regime has
ensured the survival of Tehran’s ally in Damascus and given it a seeming-
ly permanent military presence there. That gives Iran what is, for all intents
and purposes, a land bridge to Lebanon, where its Hezbollah auxiliaries
operate with impunity and control the government. Emboldened by wealth
from the nuclear deal it struck with Obama and strengthened by the acqui-
escence of the Russians—who stepped into the vacuum Obama left when
he failed to make good on his “red line” chemical weapons threat to
Assad—Iran is now on the brink of becoming the dominant power in the
region.

The Saudis aren’t the only ones worried. Iran’s presence in Syria and its
renewed alliance with Hamas in Gaza give it the potential to launch a three-
front war on Israel. That’s why the Saudis are desperately trying to push the
Americans, with Israel’s tacit support, to take a tougher stance toward
Russia in Syria and Lebanon before it is too late to do anything to restrain
the Iranians.

Sorting out this foreign policy Rubik’s Cube would be a difficult task for
any president, but it is especially hard for an administration with a secre-
tary of state who isn’t trusted by the White House and is also distracted by
the need to deal with North Korea’s provocations. But though Washington
would prefer to ignore the alarm about Iran the Saudis are sounding, it’s
high time President Donald Trump start thinking about the inherent contra-
diction between his justified hostility to Tehran and his apparent crush on
Vladimir Putin’s regime.

The confrontation may be part of Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman’s purge of potential rivals, as he has begun to take the reins of
power in Riyadh. Some, like former U.S. Ambassador to Israel Daniel
Shapiro, argue the Saudis are trying to drag Israel into doing their dirty
work through an unnecessary war with Iran and its proxies. The fear is that
Iran could distract the U.S. from a dubious “outside-in” strategy, in which
Riyadh will bribe or pressure the Palestinian Authority into finally making
peace with Israel even though there is little reason to think such a plan
could succeed.

But both the Saudis and the Israelis understand the U.S. must stop out-
sourcing Syrian policy to the Russians—the one example of Trump fol-
lowing rather than rejecting one of Obama’s failed policies. The result is a
disaster, as the Israelis learned when the U.S. recently signed off on a
cease-fire that could put Iranian and Hezbollah forces close to the border
with the Jewish state.

The Saudis may be strange bedfellows. Yet what’s going on is not Riyadh
manipulating Israel, but a case of the two countries having a common inter-
est as well as a mutual foe. Both understand that if the U.S. sits back and
allows Iran to consolidate its gains, there’s no telling what will happen
next.

Americans have good reason to be skeptical of Saudi Arabia. But the
Saudis are right to alert Trump to the need to get over his foolish notions
about Russia and recommit the U.S. to holding the line against Iran. If
Trump fails to listen to them, the price paid by the U.S. and its allies could
be higher than he thinks.

Jonathan S. Tobin is opinion editor of JNS.org and a contributing writer
for National Review. Follow him on Twitter at: @jonathans_tobin.

An unlikely bedfellow delivers a wake-up call

By

JONATHAN S. TOBIN
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The Switzer-Cooperstock Prize in 
Western Canadian Jewish History

This prize, established by the Switzer family to honour their parents
and grandparents, is awarded biennially for a publishable essay on
Jewish history in Western Canada. 

The prize is intended to deepen and broaden knowledge of our histo-
ry and heritage. Applications are encouraged in all fields, but there is
some preference for fields of special interest to Louis Switzer and Rose
Cooperstock: secular Jewish schools, Jewish settlers, farmers, and
traders in rural areas, and the immigration experience on the Prairies..  

The previous winners of the prize are Professor Theodore Friedgut
(Hebrew University, Jerusalem), Prof. Lynne Marks (Victoria) , Ms.
Chana Thau (Winnipeg), Prof. David Kofman (York), and Prof. Esyllt
Jones (Manitoba) in Canada..  The topics ranged from the Jewish con-
tribution to creating medicare,  to growing up in small Prairie towns, to
Saskatchewan farm colonies, and more.  Check out the essays on the
Jewish Heritage Centre website:   

The winner will receive $6,000 and will present his/her findings at a
public lecture in Winnipeg in Fall 2018. The Jewish Heritage Centre
will publish the lecture in print form and/or electronically unless the
author makes other arrangements.

The deadline for applications is April 1, 2018.  Applications will be
considered by an academic panel and the results will be announced on
or about May 15, 2018.

STUDENTS –  the Switzer family has set up a new $1000 prize for
an essay by a university student (undergraduate or graduate)  on west-
ern Canadian Jewish history that will be awarded in 2019.  Get in touch
with us or watch for more details later.

To apply or request further information, contact:

Mr. Stanislao Carbone
Director of Programs and Exhibits
Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada
123 Doncaster Street; Winnipeg Canada, R3N 2B2
Tel: (204) 477 – 7467
Email: scarbone@jhcwc.org.   
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FAYE ROSENBERG-COHEN
Community Planning and Allocations Director 
Jewish Federation of Winnipeg

In the winter of 2016, the Community Planning Committee of the Jewish
Federation of Winnipeg undertook the Community Conversations as the
first step in long range planning for the future of the Jewish community of
Winnipeg. Consultations began by asking participants to consider how they
saw the community today and how they’d like to see it tomorrow. After col-
lecting more than 4700 lines of data from more than 400 participants, five
themes emerged. One of these themes was the need to build modern orga-
nizational infrastructure that could operate more as a collective.
Improve Infrastructure and Community Capacity

Cohesion, coordination, collaboration, and breaking down silos were the
words often used to express a desire for a more visibly unified community.
Participants looked to Federation to take the lead. The range of specific
suggestions for areas for coordinated action includes: 

• Volunteer empowerment and recruitment
• Leadership development
• Communications – effective strategies for informing the community of

all that is available 
• Security - strengthening the security infrastructure 
• Addressing affordability of Jewish life for the middle class 
• Strategies for financial sustainability 
While suggestions for Innovative Jewish Programming or the discussion

of deep needs in the community provided ideas for delivery of new pro-
grams, the feedback in this theme resulted in many more questions than
answers.

Some ideas for collaboration are a matter of “getting organized”, figuring
out the structure that will work, prevailing on the leadership to work
together, setting reasonable goals and coming to agreements on more cohe-
sive approaches. Simple! Or not so simple, but possible.

There are some initiatives that will have greater impact and best bet mod-
els for success that can be borrowed from other communities and other
fields. Carol Duboff, Community Planning Chair, is now working on con-
vening committees and planning sessions that will undertake some serious
strategic thinking on several issues. 

Community members raised a long list of important questions about the
future of our community.
Significant Questions about Building Bridges:

• What is Federation’s role as a convener vs visionary leader?
• How do inter-organizational agreements to work cooperatively get

transmitted as boards and senior staff change?
• When is competitiveness between organizations healthy?
• What are the compelling reasons to work cohesively?
• Are cohesion and diversity opposites?

Significant Questions about Volunteer Empowerment:
• How can we, as a community, empower volunteers to undertake the pro-

grams, services and work that interests them? And how can we do so with-
out inhibiting their enthusiasm with the unfortunate message that the vol-
unteer offer does not fit with the organization’s vision? 

• How do we embrace creative offers without diluting the purpose/vision
of the institution?

• Is empowering volunteers to do what they want to do the magic bullet
that will ensure future sustainability or the Achilles heel that will bring
down institutions? 
Significant Questions about Incubating and fostering small group
activity:

• What is Federation’s role in supporting new groups and programs? Who
should incubate new things? Who should pilot? How can Federation be a
conduit to start, facilitate, incubate?

• Who can foster programs that will never grow into independent entities?

Here are two of the issues that require some intense strategic thinking:
Affordability of Jewish Life in Winnipeg

Almost every Community Conversation touched on the costs of living
Jewishly. When asked about barriers to involvement, cost came up first
before discussion dived deeper into less tangible barriers and other issues.
It should be noted that most often this was not mentioned in the context of
affordability for those living with poverty but rather the larger group of
families and individuals who find cost to be a barrier to full participation in
Jewish community and Jewish life.

The solutions are diverse enough to be

Community Conversations (Part IV of a series)

Continued on next page.
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This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment
Trust at the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
The Israeli writer Chaim Beer was born in Jerusalem in

1945 to Yiddish speaking orthodox parents. His recent book
“This Is The Place: People, Places, and Stories of Jerusalem”
collects essays he has written in the last fifty years. Beer tells
the story of anti-Zionist Haredi, German Jews, rich Sefardi,
Arabs, and British soldiers; all omitted from the official
Zionist narrative. His Jerusalem is a city of crazy dreamers
and ordinary people. It is Jerusalem of false dreams but also
of high hopes. 

studied in much
greater depth. It is an

issue that every Jewish community in North America strug-
gles with! However, it will require a “made in Winnipeg”
strategy that reflects our community’s values and funding
base.
Significant Questions:

• What should every Jew be able to access? How does this
relate to overall community goals?

• What does it mean to be affordable? In whose perspec-
tive/judgement?

• How do we, as a community, pick priorities for funding,
assuming the dollars available to make program prices
affordable are not sufficient to do everything?

• What are the solutions beyond subsidies? For instance,
are there some programs or services that could be re-envi-
sioned as grass roots programs?
Financial Sustainability

On the flip side of Affordability is the question of sustain-
ability. There is a certain angst over all the needs and desires
of the community as pertains to the financial sustainability
of all the programs and institutions required to satisfy these
diverse needs/desires/requests. This was voiced several
times by senior community professionals and echoed by lay
leadership. 
Significant Questions:

• What should be sustained? And who makes the deci-
sions?

• Where is there room for the innovation and transforma-
tion that keeps communities engaged and fresh, i.e. how can
new programs be integrated and funded? What should be
retired?

• Are there new funding models that better reflect sustain-
ability and adaptation?

• Are there systemic changes that can be made to reduce
costs and empower volunteers?

• What assumptions should be made as the starting point?
If you’d like to talk about this topic or get involved,

contact Faye @ frcohen@jewishwinnipeg.org,
204.477.7422

Continued from previous page.

Rise in anti-Jewish hate crimes 
confirmed by Statistics Canada

B’nai Brith, Ottawa – A report released by Statistics
Canada on Nov. 28 reveals a significant increase in hate
crimes targeting Canada’s Jewish population in 2016. 

According to the Nov. 28 report, anti-semitic hate crimes
rose from 178 incidents in 2015 to 221 incidents in 2016 – an
increase of 24 per cent. The most worrying increases were in
Ontario (+41), Quebec (+11) and Manitoba (+7). This stark
upsurge in hate crimes targeting the Canadian Jewish com-
munity greatly outpaced the proportionally smaller rise in
similar incidents in the United States.

The figures are consistent with B’nai Brith Canada’s 2016
Audit of Anti-semitic Incidents, which documented the high-
est levels of nationwide antisemitism on record, since the
establishment of the Audit in the mid-1980s.

“Today’s newly-released figures confirm that anti-semitic
hate crimes are an increasingly serious problem in Canada,”
said Michael Mostyn, Chief Executive Officer of B’nai Brith
Canada. “Canadians from coast to coast have seen the
swastikas, heard the anti-Jewish hate speech, and now have
access to the statistics as well. B’nai Brith will continue to
expose anti-semitic hate crimes where and when they occur,
working with police, prosecutors and government officials to
ensure that the perpetrators are brought to justice.

“We commend Statistics Canada for this early release of
summary data, which will surely aid both government poli-
cy-makers and advocacy groups in tackling the persistent
scourge of hate crimes.”
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Congregation Shaarey Zedek Building Community
Dr. RENA SECTER ELBAZE
Director of Engagement and Education
Congregation Shaarey Zedek

When Scholar-in-Residence, Dr. Ron
Wolfson visited Shaarey Zedek last spring, he
spoke to our congregation about building a
kehillah kedoshah or “sacred community’ cen-
tered around building relationships and learn-
ing opportunities.

When I take a step back and look into our
own Shaarey Zedek community, I see that we
truly embody this concept of kehillah
kedoshah. 

Relationships ARE paramount at
Congregation Shaarey Zedek. They are the
very fiber that holds our community together.
They are built and nurtured here, each and every day. This bonding hap-
pens with the Minyanaires that meet twice a day, some to recite the
Kaddish and others to find camaraderie either in the heartfelt chanting
during the service or around the table at the complimentary “breakfast
club”. I see the loving parents and grandparents that meet every week to
watch their toddlers discover the synagogue through creative play and
songs. I hear the laughter of the artisans that gather to weave incredible
Talleisim and I see the students that pour into the building Sunday morn-
ings and weeknights to learn and to share Jewish wisdom and teachings
with our clergy and educational course leaders. Young adults are coming
out to connect with Judaism and each other. The dynamic group that
started a few short months ago with 12 motivated individuals has blos-
somed into a supportive community where diversity is celebrated.

Our goal is to empower young adults to experience Judaism and Jewish
community in a meaningful way, their way. Since we began reaching out
to this demographic, we hosted many programs along with Hebrew
University Ambassadors Shai Josopov and Sigal Kleynerman. To name a
few there was a 20’s-30’s Chanukah Party in December 2016, an 18+
Megillah Reading and Medieval Purim, 2 Havdallah and Bonfire
gatherings over the course of the summer along with a Barbecue and
Pool Party at the home of Rabbi Mass. The group has 20+ active mem-
bers who come out to meetings, and participate in Shaarey Zedek
Shabbat Services and other programs including our Erev Tisha B’Av
program.

During the High Holy Days, the core members organized a Home
Hosted Rosh Hashanah Shabbat Dinner, a Yom Kippur Break Fast
and several of the group members volunteered at our Simchat Torah
Celebration. 30 young adults participated in a Learning and Dinner in
the Sukkah followed by a Bonfire in conjunction with Sukkot Across
North America sponsored by NJOP (National Jewish Outreach Project).

This fall young adults have been gathering every Thursday evening for

Chamishi @ the Zedek. The program is a
series of workshops and social activities that
connects modern dilemmas, pop culture and
professional life to ancient Jewish wisdom
and provides a meeting place for this cohort
on a weekly basis. 

Coming in December, the group is hosting a
Chanukah Party on December 16th. The
party will feature a FREE Mini Casino, FREE
raffle and door prizes, a Gourmet Sufganiot
Bar, Spiked Cocoa followed by a Dance Party
by DJ Max who is an active contributor to the
group. Young Adults such as DJ Max and
Hofit Yanev from Sutton Realty (and Funjoya
Israeli Parties), are co-sponsoring the evening
to show their support of these initiatives.

What is most inspirational about the young adult involvement is that
they want to ensure that each and every program offered has a Jewish
component. The Chanukah party will be no exception with a musical
Havdalah service and Chanukah candle lighting with Rabbi Mass.

One of our goals at Shaarey Zedek, is to involve them in what we cur-
rently offer AND to enable them to become a community within our syn-
agogue community. Core group members were recently honored and
welcomed into the greater synagogue community, at our volunteer recog-
nition evening. 

The group includes singles and couples, long time Winnipeggers, new-
comers, LGBTTQ*. 

An SZ 20-30’s Facebook page facilitates communication between the
90+ online members.

There are LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVERYONE from
the Babies and Toddlers, to the B’nai Mitzvah Classes and more recent-
ly through the Adult Learning Program. The courses are offered through-
out the week, mornings, lunch hour and evenings, catering to a variety of
demographic groups including women, new couples, parents of adoles-
cents and young adults.

An exciting Women’s networking group, The Real Women of Jewish
Winnipeg had its season premiere on November 22nd. Women ages 20 to
75 from diverse backgrounds including Argentina, France, Russia,
Morocco and Israel gathered for an enriching evening to discuss the topic
of Happiness over a glass of wine and cheese. The next meeting will take
place on Tuesday, January 30.

Registration for this program and many of our other courses is already
open! Check out the shul’s website at www.szwinnipeg.ca, Facebook
Page @ShaareyZedekWinnipeg, or call the synagogue office at 204-452-
3711 more information.

Wishing you and your families a very Happy Chanukah!!!

Dr. RENA SECTER ELBAZE



By MEGAN WOLF
(JTA) – The holidays are a wonderful time to

share meals with friends and family – but must
they be heavy and calorie filled?

For Hanukkah, this simple and tasty Asian-
inspired menu uses oil per the holiday tradition,
but it’s low in calories and rich in flavors, colors
and textures. 

My bet is, your guests won’t even know the
difference between regular fried rice and your
version of this special cauliflower fried rice.
Cauliflower, by the way, is an excellent stand-in
for many popular carbohydrates – potatoes
(mashed cauliflower), rice (as prepared here)
and pizza crust (you’ll never believe how deli-
cious cauliflower pizza is). 

Gochujang is a thick Korean sauce, similar to
a spicy barbecue sauce. It’s wonderful on chick-
en, vegetables or here with meaty fish. It’s also
lovely stirred into rice (or cauliflower rice!)
dishes to add an extra bite. It’s easily purchased
at many Korean restaurants, Asian specialty
markets or traditional grocery stores. 

Your guests will love to celebrate with you
without worrying about derailing their healthy
eating habits. I mean, why can’t we eat health-
fully before Jan. 1? 

Want a little decadence? A little chocolate gelt
never hurt anyone and would be a perfect way to
round out this spicy and savory menu. 

CAULIFLOWER RICE
Ingredients:
1 tablespoon olive oil 
2 cloves garlic, peeled and minced
1 teaspoon minced ginger 
1 onion, sliced
1 head cauliflower, cleaned and stems removed 
1 cup chopped broccoli 
1 cup shredded carrots
1 cup peas
1 egg 
1 tablespoon sesame oil 

2 tablespoon soy sauce 
Sesame seeds
Pickled radish (I always purchase at a local
Korean restaurant – they are easy to make, but
even easier to buy.)

Directions:
1. In a food processor or blender, pulse cauli-

flower florets to resemble rice. Do this in batch-
es and set aside. 

2. In a large nonstick skillet, heat olive oil and
cook garlic, ginger and onions until soft and fra-
grant. 

3. Add cauliflower, broccoli and carrots, stir
and continue to cook until soft. Add water 2
tablespoons at a time if needed (this will help to
steam the vegetables). 

4. Add peas, then stir to combine. Make a well
in the center of the vegetable mixture and scram-
ble in the egg. 

5. Add sesame oil and soy sauce. Stir to com-
bine and season to taste. 

6. Top with sesame seeds and sliced pickled
radish. 

7. Serve immediately. 

SPICY SEARED SALMON 
Ingredients:
2 tablespoons olive oil 
4 salmon filets 

4 tablespoons Gochujang sauce

Directions:
1. In a large nonstick skillet with a lid, heat

olive oil until hot. 
2. While the oil heats, prepare the salmon by

brushing each filet with Gochujang. 
3. Place salmon sauce side down (skin side

facing up) in the skillet. Immediately top with
the lid. 

4. Cook for about 2 minutes on high heat, then
remove the lid and flip skin side down.
Immediately top with the lid again. Turn down
the heat. 

5. Continue to cook until your desired temper-
ature. In this preparation, I like my salmon
cooked all the way through, which takes about 8
minutes, depending on thickness. 

6. Serve immediately. 
Note: This sauce is spicy and wafts into the air.

Always make this dish with your range’s fan on! 

TOASTED CASHEW ASPARAGUS
Ingredients:
1 bunch asparagus
1/4 cup salted cashews 
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil 
Juice of 1 lime 

Directions:
1. Steam asparagus until bright green and ten-

der, about 5 minutes. 
2. While the asparagus steams, toast cashews

over medium heat until warm and fragrant, about
3 minutes. 

3. Top asparagus with cashews, sesame oil and
fresh lime juice. 

4. Serve immediately. 

Here’s a Hanukkah menu with a lighter touch
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Let us cater your home or office parties...
Sample trays (meat or dairy):

• Canneloni • Manicotti
• Pasta al Forno • Gnocchi
• Tortellini (with tomato or cream sauce)
• Salads (Tossed, Italian, Paradise,   

Cheese, Feta or Caesar)
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By RACHEL KOR
(The Nosher via JTA) – In many homes, there

is a tradition to bake Hanukkah cookies this
time of year. Whether it’s the sugar and butter
mixing in the mixer, the blue and white sprin-
kles, or the festive menorah cookie cutters,
there is something about cookie baking that
propels us into the holiday spirit.

This year, I wanted a new Hanukkah cookie to
share with family and friends. Although I love
the classic sugar cookie with sprinkles, some-
times it’s nice to have a really easy and deli-
cious cookie with limited frills and fuss.

These blue crinkle cookies fit the bill perfect-
ly. They are the delicious, soft and chewy cook-
ies we adore, with blue coloring for Hanukkah.

Ingredients:
1 3/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup granulated sugar
1/4 cup oil
2 large eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla bean paste, or pure vanilla
extract
Blue food coloring
1 cup powdered sugar, for coating

Directions:
1. Line baking sheets with parchment paper or

silicone baking mats. Set aside.
2. In a large bowl, whisk together the flour,

baking powder and salt. Set aside.
3. In the bowl of an electric mixer, mix the

sugar and oil together for 2 to 3 minutes, or
until light and fluffy. With the mixer on low
speed, add the eggs one at a time, and then add
the vanilla. Mix until combined. Add the blue
food coloring, until the desired color is
achieved.

4. Slowly add in the flour mixture, and mix
until fully combined.

5. Empty the dough onto a clean and floured
surface. Form the dough into a ball and wrap
with plastic wrap. Refrigerate for at least two
hours.

6. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.
7. Place the powdered sugar into a small

bowl. Set aside.
8. Unwrap the chilled dough. Using your

hands, roll 1-inch balls. If the dough gets sticky,
add powdered sugar to the palm of your hands
when rolling. Then, roll the dough balls in the
bowl of powdered sugar, making sure they are
completely and generously coated.

9. Place them on the prepared baking sheets,
two inches apart. Bake for 8 to 10 minutes.
Allow the cookies to cool on the baking sheet
for five minutes before transferring them to a
wire rack to cool completely.

(Rachel Kor is the author, recipe developer,
designer, and photographer behind her blog at
rachelkor.com.)

The Nosher food blog offers a dazzling array
of new and classic Jewish recipes and food
news, from Europe to Yemen, from challah to
shakshuka and beyond. Check it out at
www.TheNosher.com.

Blue Crinkle Cookies Recipe for Hanukkah



Last Wednesday,
over 120 people
friends, colleagues
and others that
Shelley Faintuch has
worked with over the
years attended a
farewell reception in
the foyer of the
Berney Theatre for
the soon-to-be former
Community Relations
Director who is leav-
ing her post on December 15. Current Federation CEO Elaine Goldstine,
outgoing Federation President Adam Levene and Jolel Lazer sang her
praises.

“The room was ele-
gantly decorated and
beautifully set up,”
Faintuch reports.
“Instead of a guest
book, guests signed
two magnum bottles
of bubbly. That was a
nice touch.”

(Also, in the
Legislature, Heather
Stefanson, Manitoba’s
Justice Minister and
Attorney General,
a c k n o w l e d g e d
Faintuch’s contribu-
tions to community
building over the
years.)

After almost 20
years as the Jewish
Federation of
Winnipeg’s ambas-
sador to the communi-
ty-at-large, Shelley
Faintuch is looking
forward to the next
stage of her life with a
mixture of excitement
and nervousness. 

“I am nervous about
not having a new job
to go to,” she says.
“That is a first for me.
On the other hand, I
am excited about the
many possibilities out
there. I already have
projects lined up in
the new year.”

She recalls feeling
that same mix of anx-
iety and excitement
when she originally
signed on to fill the
(in her words) “huge
shoes” of her prede-
cessor, Evelyn Hecht.
“I initially came in a
couple of days a week
to learn from Evelyn
what the position
involved and about
the Federation,”

Faintuch says. 
“Evelyn had a

wealth of knowledge.
She is a mensch. She
established all of the
ethnocultural pro-
grams we have here.
She excelled at bring-
ing people from dif-
ferent communities
and faiths together.

“Evelyn and I
remain close friends.”

She also credits
long time friend
Bernie Bellan (yes,
this paper’s Bernie
Bellan) with teaching
her a lot about the
community.

Faintuch adds that she was also able to learn a lot from Bob Freedman,
who was the Federation’s CEO  throughout most of her time as communi-
ty relations director. “Bob was well-versed in national and international
affairs,” she says. “Israel advocacy was brand new to me.”

In Shelley Faintuch, the Federation – and our community – found an indi-
vidual who was well-suited to the role. She has always been driven to excel
in whatever task she has taken on. 

One of the founding members of the Sarah Somer Chai dancers, she was
a straight A student who won the Gold Medal in Honours French at the
University of Winnipeg (1975).

After university, she worked for three years for the provincial govern-
ment in the Department of College and University Affairs (now known as
the Department of Education), then pursued further study in French at
Laval University in Quebec City.

“I loved Quebec City,” She says. “I lived there for ten years, first as a stu-
dent, then as a teacher in the Modern Languages Department. I taught in
French and English. I adored teaching. I had wonderful colleagues. I loved
Quebec City’s culture and the restaurants. I loved talking to the people. The
Quebecois were friendly, open and welcoming.”

What eventually soured Shelley Faintuch on life in Quebec was a grow-
ing tide of anti-Semitism in the form of anti-Israel bias.

From Quebec City, she made a brief stop in Toronto, gave birth to her
son, Zev, in Vancouver and, in the early 1990s, returned to Winnipeg. Back
in Winnipeg, she initially did some contract work – doing some translating
into French and teaching French to Canadian soldiers as well as some pri-
vate students.

It was long-time friend Faye Rosenberg-Cohen,  the Federation’s plan-
ning director, who recruited Faintuch for the position of community rela-
tions director.

“It was a whole new experience for me,” she says. “I got to know and
work with some extraordinary people. I got to interact with so many orga-
nizations. I made presentations to government.”

One special moment for Faintuch was a presentation she made – with the
assistance of Abby Morris – before the Parliamentary Coalition to Combat
Anti-Semitism in Ottawa. “Abby and I worked on that paper for a long
time,” she recalls. “When I came to present the paper, I noticed that most
of the people in the room were Francophone. So I presented in French,
much to the surprise of most of the people there.”

During her time with the Federation, she initiated many new programs,
many of them to do with Holocaust remembrance. “It was an honour for
me, both professionally and personally, to be able to work with Holocaust
survivors,” she says.

Faintuch has also been to Israel many times. In particular, she has helped
organized and accompanied missions from Norway House Cree Nation and
developed a close relationship with Chief Ron Evans and mission organiz-
er Robin Dowsett.

“I have been invited to Norway House numerous times and even brought
Israeli government representatives with me on some of my visits,” she
notes. “Norway House is a wonderful community.”

In addition to her work with the Jewish Federation, Faintuch was also –
until recently – the associate director for the national Centre for Israel and
Jewish Affairs.

One of her most exciting moments, she says, was being presented with
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal.

She considers that her greatest accomplishment though has been being
the mother to her son, Zev. “He is my everything,” she says.

Retiring community relations director Shelley Faintuch 
looking forward to future projects
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AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE

At the retirement party for Shelley Faintuch,
held Wednesday, Nov. 29 in the foyer of the
Berney Theatre (l-r): SHELLEY
FAINTUCH; Jewish Federation outgoing
president ADAM LEVENE; and Jewish
Federation CEO ELAINE GOLDSTINE

SHELLEY FAINTUCH wearing farewell gift
of gloves given to her by Chief RON EVANS
of Norway House Cree Nation - at her retire-
ment party

Celebrate

CHANUKAH
at the Downs!

Thursday, December 14
Reservations available from 5 PM - 8 PM

Call Samantha at 204-885-3330 ext 0.

Certified Angus

Prime Rib Buffet

plus Pasta Bar

and more!

$27.95

* Brisket
* Lemon Glazed Chicken
* Potato Latkes
* Matzo Ball Soup
* Mushroon Kugel & more!

Also featuring:

Assiniboia Downs
3975 Portage Ave

ASDowns.com



Rosalie said that they would both in
Winnipeg that particular day as Irving
would be attending a dinner of the
Royal Society of Canada the next day.

According to Rosalie Abella, Myers said: “That’s nice, but I’d still like to
have Irving’s number” - apparently completely overlooking the fact that
Rosalie herself would be available to speak.

(It’s a great story, but apparently totally untrue. We checked and found
out that, in fact, it was Rosalie Abella herself that Mel Myers wanted to
have as a guest speaker, not Irving Abella – and that she said she’d be glad
to do that because the timing was perfect as she would be accompanying
Irving to Winnipeg as his spouse to attend the Royal Society dinner. Still,
her version of what happened is much funnier.)

Also, during Freda Steel’s introduction of Abella, she made mention of
the many years Abella had been active in the Canadian Friends of the Hebrew
University. In response, Abella noted that “I used to have such a wonderful
time (in the CFHU) until they fired me from the board!”

“Maybe it was because Gail Asper and I were always asking, ‘Why don’t you
have more women on the board?’ “ Abella wondered.

Launching into her talk, which was titled “The role of the judiciary in a
democracy”, Abella proceed to give a penetrating overview of how the role of
the judiciary has evolved in Canada – primarily since the issuing of the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms in 1982. She wondered about “the extent to which we
in Canada are going to be able to hold on to the democratic principles that unite
us,” suggesting that “the real judge is time”.

Abella noted that she “was born in 1946”. (She paused at that point, looked
at the audience, and said – as if she were waiting for audience members to say:
“You don’t look it!”)

In her lifetime, she observed, there have been so many advances in the con-
cept of individual rights, saying: “I am positively ebullient about what has hap-
pened in Canada…How Canada made moral choices that made justice and
democracy grow and grow.”

“Legislatures across the country shone flashlights across the country, leading
to a seismic change in what constitutes the Canadian majority – and who gets
to join it.” 

There have been four primary avenues through which Canadians’ under-
standing of what constitute rights have been expanded, Abella argued: human
rights codes; indigenous rights; women’s rights; and the welcoming of immi-
grants.

“With the Charter of Rights 35 years ago,” Abella suggested, “a justice jour-
ney became a justice juggernaut.”

Referring to the criticism emanating from conservative circles (including the
aforementioned Mr. Black) that “rights should be distributed by legislatures”,
not the courts, Abella said, “What was odd for me was that, at its core, this was
a complaint that the Charter created too many rights and too many free-
doms…too much democracy...

“Democracy is enhanced, not created, by a strong judiciary – a mutually
independent partnership between the legislature and the judiciary,” she added

Tracing the evolution of rights beginning with the Magna Carta, Abella noted
the divergent paths that the interpretations of rights have taken in the United
States and Canada. Certain key decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court have
played a fundamental role in the expansion of indi-
vidual rights in that country, she said, beginning
with a decision known as “Marbury v. Madison”,
in 1803, in which the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that “the judiciary has the right to invalidate leg-
islative action.”

In subsequent years, however, the American
judiciary proved to be primarily interested in “pro-
tecting the status quo”, which led to the repression,
rather than the expansion of individual rights, as
exemplified by the internment of Japanese citizens
and McCarthyism.

Abella argued that critics of the courts who
would accuse the judiciary of “activism” have
been using that word as a “missile deployed
against the judiciary today”.

The landmark decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court in “Brown v. The Board of Education”,
which outlawed segregation in the public school
system, led to the “Western world revisiting the
concept of rights”, Abella said. “What pours oxy-
gen into democratic veins is the protection of
rights.”

Yet, while some would say that “minorities seek-
ing to reverse discrimination are called special
interest groups” because the “rights of the majori-
ty are being trampled” and “courts are told not to
‘interpret’ law”, those taking that position are, in
fact, “defying the tradition of common law,”
Abella argued.

“Constitutionalized rights are the finest sign of a
thriving democracy,” she said. Quoting from
famed American playwright Lilian Hellman,
Abella said “I will not cut my conscience to fit this

year’s fashion.”
“We have enhanced our demo-

cratic values by having judges
who insure that law and justice
never leave each other’s sides as
they patrol the Canadian land-
scape,” Abella said eloquently.
“We have carved out our own
magnetic and uniquely illuminat-
ing vision…Where for others
treating everyone the same is the
dominating principle” (as in the
American concept of equality,
she explained), “for us, respect-
ing differences is the dominating
principle.”

Canadians, Abella suggested,
“are the most successful protectors of multiculturalism in the world.” While
she conceded that there are “still many failures” within our system of justice in
Canada, including “aboriginal rights, access to justice” and other areas… “the
transformation of Canada from a country that excluded people who were dif-
ferent to one that embraced them is justice at its best….When we trumpet jus-
tice we trumpet our moral core,” she said.

In her concluding remarks, Abella said that “with knowledge comes wisdom;
with wisdom comes understanding, and with understanding comes an appreci-
ation of what it is to improve.”

Following her speech, Abella fielded a variety of questions on topics ranging
from multiculturalism to sexual orientation to judges not relying upon polls
when making their decisions.

With reference to that subject, Abella observed that “judges don’t take polls.
We’re the institution that has independence until we’re 75.” Acknowledging
that some of her decisions have not been popular, she did say (with a smile),
“but I like it better when I’m popular.”

To this point I haven’t noted that I had asked Justice Abella before she began
speaking whether she had any problem with me covering her speech (Out of
courtesy to any speaker who holds a publicly sensitive post I like to let them
know that I’m there to cover their remarks. Occasionally someone might ask
me to keep either part of their remarks or, on rare occasions – all of them, off
the record.)

At one point, during the question and answer session, in response to a ques-
tion about her having presided over a conference in 1992, Abella began to
answer the question, recalling that conference. She said though: “Let me see,
that conference was 25 years ago – I think. I can’t do math – I’m a girl…Hello
Julie Payette.” (That was a good-natured dig at herself for uttering a remark
that would no doubt infuriate our current governor-general: scientist and for-
mer astronaut Julie Payette.)

After Abella had concluded her speech and was speaking with well-wishers
who had gathered around her, I approached her to take her picture (with Justice
Freda Steel) and said to her: “I hope you don’t mind if my story leads with:
‘Supreme Court Justice Rosalie Abella says “I can’t do math - I’m a girl.” (I
think she was amused. Maybe not. Can a judge still clamp someone in irons?)
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Rosalie Abella
Continued from page 1.

Supreme Court Justice ROSALIE
ABELLA (left) with Justice FREDA
STEEL of the Manitoba Court of
Appeal
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We’d like to take this opportunity to wish you and your family a
happy Chanukah, and a healthy and happy new year. My name is
Benjamin Nasberg and I am the president and co-owner, along with
Joe Paletta, of Carbone Coal Fired Pizza.

Since Carbone opened its doors in 2011 in River Heights, we’ve
prided ourselves on being able to cater to the Jewish community.
We’ve also always been passionate about pizza. For Joe , the passion
for pizza began when he was living in Italy and, as for me, well – my
passion began ever since the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue would cut up
small square slices at almost every gathering I had attended there
growing up. 

Together, Joe and I host many types of bookings at our Taylor
Avenue location. We have a private dining room area that can seat up
to 30 guests that is the perfect setting for family dinners, anniver-
saries, and birthdays. We also offer entire restaurant bookings for
large events such as Bar and Bat Mitzvah parties and brunches,
engagement parties, wedding rehearsal dinners, retirement parties,
and more. During the holidays and upon request we can bring in
Manischewitz wine and matzah during Passover - so we can make
delightful Matzah pizza.

We also provide catering and delivery services right to your door
with special pricing, and can meet all dietary needs. We make party
sandwiches, pasta trays, salad trays, delicious meatballs with turkey,
and much more. Gluten free pizzas, vegan pizzas, panini, and free
range chicken wings can also all be enjoyed. We have a seniors spe-
cial, lunch special, and kids menu. We are also a peanut free kitchen,
and are open 7 days a week. 

We would be happy to be a part of your upcoming gathering as
well. Contact us today  at 204.488.2554.

Benjamin Nasberg / President
Carbone Coal Fired Pizza Inc. 
www.carbonepizza.ca

Happy Chanukah from Carbone Pizza 

Manitoba Made - Italian Inspired
Now with 4 locations in Winnipeg:
260 St. Mary Ave (P: 204-691-2213) 
3326 Portage Ave (P: 204-897-0952)
1580 Taylor Ave (P: 204-488-2554)    

680 St. Anne’s Rd (P: 204-615-8117)

BENJAMIN NASBERG (left) and JOE PALETTA
co-owners, Carbone Coal Fired Pizza Jewish Heritage Centre recognizes

Holocaust child survivors
fundraising organization

By MYRON LOVE
On Thursday, November 2, the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western

Canada officially unveiled a new plaque commemorating the contribu-
tions of ANAV to our community. 

It was the members of ANAV– Ezrat Noar Vaed (Help Youth Forever)
– an organization founded by child survivors of the Holocaust who were
welcomed to Winnipeg by our Jewish community in the late 1940s – who
were instrumental in the creation of the Freeman Family Foundation
Holocaust Education Centre at the Campus.

ANAV also has a scholarship fund –through the Jewish Foundation of
Manitoba – for needy children in our community.

“We should have done this a long time ago,” says Ilana Abrams, the
Jewish Heritage Centre’s director, of the plaque in honour of ANAV.

She credits Frank Weinfeld, one of ANAV’s founders, for suggesting
the plaque.

ANAV was formed in 1972 – the 25th anniversary of the arrival of the
first large group of Jewish war orphans who were allowed into Canada.
The organization closed out its official operations in 1992 with a 20th

anniversary celebration that attracted 80 participants from across
Canada. 

“When we created ANAV, most of us were already married and had
children,” says Barbara Goszer, another of ANAV’s founders. “We want-
ed to give back to the community that had welcomed us children with
open arms. We wanted to help not only Jewish children. We wanted to
help all children in need.”

While all of ANAV’s members at first were child Holocaust survivors,
Goszer notes, the members later welcomed others in their age group who
shared their vision.

The membership decided to shut down ANAV after just 20 years
because they had reached an age where they were beginning to retire and
becoming more involved with their own grandchildren.

“There aren’t many of us left anymore,” says Frank Weinfeld, “and
most of us who are still around are not well.”

Barbara Goszer adds that some of the ANAV founders – herself,
Weinfeld, Arnold Frieman and Mickey Hoch – to list a few – still try to
get together from time to time.

On Thursday, November 2, members of ANAV, along with family
members, were on hand for the unveiling of a plaque commemo-
rating the contribution of ANAV to the Jewish community of
Winnipeg.

Three Israeli universities ranked among 
world’s top 100 most innovative

(JTA) – Three Israeli universities were ranked in the top 100 most
innovative universities in the world on an annual list by Reuters.

The Hebrew University was 82nd, climbing 12 spots from last year. Tel
Aviv University was ranked 88 and The Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology was 89.

The Reuters analysis identifies the educational institutions doing the
most to advance science, invent new technologies, and power new mar-
kets and industries. The ranking is based on a number of indicators,
including patent filings and research paper citations.

Reuters cited The Hebrew University’s technology transfer company,
Yissum Research Development Company, as bringing students’ and
researchers’ technologies and discoveries to market, with 10,000 regis-
tered patents covering 2,800 inventions, more than 900 licensed tech-
nologies, and the launch of 125 startups.

Stanford was ranked first for the third consecutive year, followed by
MIT and Harvard.



By KARLA
BERBRAYER
(Special to the
JP&N)

This past fall, my
husband Alan and I
were planning a trip
to Israel to visit our
daughter, who is
studying in Tel Aviv.
We have been to
Israel many times;
we lived in Israel for
a year with our four
children – so we
were looking for
another way to view
the country. As we
were contemplating
our options, I noticed
an email from JNF
float across my com-
puter. A bike tour of
the Negev desert was
being advertised. I
shared this ad with
my husband, who is
an avid cyclist – and
his response came
back to me in a matter
of minutes. Let’s do
it!

Without much
information, and
quicker than we
decide what to order
in a restaurant, we
booked our spots on
the bike tour. The
excitement of seeing Israel as cyclists, and hav-
ing an active vacation as part of a group, was
enticing to us.

That’s when we were told that a number of the
participants were from Edmonton. We thought
–really? Amazing. It will be fun to hang out with
other prairie folk. Must be an interesting group if
they all want to go cycling together. We had no
idea what we were getting ourselves into.

We met up with the group in Tel Aviv on the
date of the bike departure. Alan and I quickly
discovered that we were “the foreigners”. Of our
intimate group of 14, ten of the members of the
group hailed from Edmonton. The other four
included my husband and me, the father of one
of the Edmontonians - who is based in Niagara
on the Lake, and a woman from Toronto. 

From the first night the group bonded immedi-
ately. Despite the fact that we were  “the for-
eigners”, we were warmly welcomed into the
group. Laughs were in abundance. Within a short
period of time, our group developed a roster of
inside jokes, code words, and affectionate teas-
ing of one another. Sure, there were the stronger
cyclists and the less experienced cyclists, but the
bottom line was that we were all committed to
this incredible experience of seeing the beauty
and culture of the country of Israel together.

We cycled for seven days, accumulating a total
of just under 240 kilometres in our trek through
the Negev. 

Our journey began with a drive from Tel Aviv
to Ashkelon. En route we stopped to visit
“Achim l’Chaim” – Brothers for Life. This JNF
project had a profound impact on all of us.
Achim l’Chaim is an organization that supports
wounded soldiers. Soldiers shared powerful sto-
ries of the traumas that had changed their lives,
the impact of PTSD, and other injuries that they
had survived. We left Achim l’Chaim with
strong memories of the soldiers we had encoun-
tered. 

After an overnight
in Ashkelon, we
mounted our bikes for
our first serious day
of cycling. We headed
to the Erez crossing,
looking into Gaza,
where we focused our
cameras in the oppo-
site direction from
Gaza, as one is not
supposed to photo-
graph the Erez border
crossing. 

We continued by
bike to Sderot, well
known for being close
to the border of Gaza
and the recipient of
many rocket attacks
over the years. I was
surprised to see the
work that had been
done in this city by
JNF. There were sev-
eral beautiful parks
and developments
within the city. From
the publicity I’d read
about the seriousness
of the attacks the city
had undergone, this is
not at all what I
expected. As a matter
of fact, we had the
best lunch of the
whole trip in a small
restaurant in Sderot,
where the serving
staff continued to
bring copious
amounts of food to
our tables. It is
impressive to see how

well the residents of Sderot live, despite the con-
stant danger – evidence that JNF has done much
to improve their standard of living.

Following Sderot, we visited Shlomit, a com-
munity that felt as if it had been pulled out of the
late 1800s – a group of pioneers reminiscent of
the first settlers – the halutzim of Israel. People
live in caravans, at the junction of Israel, Gaza
and the Sinai. There are about 50 families, a reli-
gious Zionist community, committed to building
the land and populating this remote area. I won-
dered how unpleasant it is during a sand storm,
as I felt the sand and heat making me a wee bit
dizzy. One of the women took us to visit the
farms where various crops were growing in the
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JNF Bike Mission to Israel October 2017 – an outstanding vacation!
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Continued on next page.

On the first day of the trip, we stopped to visit “Achim l’Chaim” –
Brothers for Life. Achim l’Chaim is an organi-
zation that supports wounded soldiers.

The author planting a tree outside Jerusalem
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desert, under the
benevolent eye of
JNF. We discussed the
fact that none of us
felt the desire to move
to Shlomit – but one
had to admire the
resolve of the resi-
dents!

That night we slept
in Mitzpe Ramon, on
the edge of the
Mahtesh hagadol.

The next day we
cycled from Mitzpe
Ramon to Yerucham.
We stopped at Sde
Boker to taste some
wine from a local
winery. In Yerucham
we ate lunch in a
restaurant in the home
of the Malcat
Yerucham – the
Queens of Yerucham. 

From Yerucham we
began our descent to
the Dead Sea through
the Hatira Crater. That
is where I had my first moment of panic when I looked into the astonish-
ingly beautiful crater and realized I had to go…down. However, that was
nothing compared to the descent down the road known as the Scorpion
Ascent. I focused on my husband and promised not to look over the edge
as we rode our brakes slowly down a steep zigzag path that continued for
over 15 minutes, without a guardrail. Definitely a proud moment for me
when I reached the bottom and the rest of the group cheered; I had confid-

ed in them earlier that I have a fear of heights! 
We continued our bike ride on the Peace Route, along the Israel- Jordan

border, stopping at a location to see the farming accomplishments in the
area. We spent the night  at the Dead Sea.

The next day was a challenging cycle from the Dead Sea to Masada. This
was the first time that my husband and I had taken the cable car up Masada
instead of climbing. We were so hot and exhausted from the bike journey,
I felt no guilt in accepting the cable car option! 

From Masada we went on to Jerusalem to prepare for Shabbat.
Shabbat was a highlight of the trip. That night we all walked to the Kotel

to have Kabalat Shabbat at the Wall. 

Continued from pre-
vious page.

At the top of Massada: This was the first time that my husband and I
had taken the cable car up Masada instead of climbing. We were so hot
and exhausted from the bike journey, I felt no guilt in accepting the cable
car option! 

Night ride -  Jerusalem Old City: One of the
scarier cycles as it was a challenge to avoid the
cars and people on the narrow cobblestone
streets!

Continued on next page.
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the idea was that a large Arab state
would emerge with a small piece for
the Jewish people.”

Given the ambiguity – and, in fact,
what are clearly the contradictory
aims of the Balfour Declaration,
Schwartz pondered how the compet-
ing goals of two different peoples
could have been reconciled. The
problem, as he noted, was that “the
Balfour Declaration was not clear and
explicit how reconciliation could
occur. It seemed to be clear that there
would be some sort of a Jewish
state…The Balfour Declaration was a
promise.”

But, as Jewish immigration to Palestine increased rapidly in the 1920s
and 30s, i.e. “Between 1922 and 1935, the Jewish population rose from
nine percent to nearly 27 percent of the total population (source: Al
Jazeera), it led to an “Arab counter-reaction”, Schwartz noted, including
rioting that occurred from 1936-39 and massacres of Jewish populations in
centres such as Hebron.

As a result, the British drastically reduced the number of Jews who were
allowed into Palestine, beginning in 1939, when the maximum number
allowed in per year was set at 15,000. In Schwartz’s words, “when the gates
of Hell were opening in Europe and North Africa, the gates to Palestine
were closing.”

By this point in his talk, Schwartz had wandered from a discussion specif-
ically of the Balfour Declaration to a much wider-ranging exposition on
anti-Semitism. He wondered about the widespread contemporary ambiva-
lence, if not outright hostility, expressed not just by non-Jews, but by so
many Jews toward the State of Israel. Schwartz noted that, even at the time
of the Balfour Declaration in 1917, some British Jews – especially such
upper class Jews as Edmund Montague, opposed the Balfour Declaration,
saying, in Schwartz’s words, “I’m not so Jewish”.

That same sentiment, Schwartz argued, is shared by so many Jews these
days, who say, “I’m a Jew, but I don’t support Israel.”

“Why,” Schwartz wondered, “do Jews feel increasingly obliged to say
that?” He went on to observe that “you can always find a Jewish group that

will join in the vilification of Israel.”
“It is more than problematic to me,” Schwartz said,

“that the essential right of the people of Israel to exist in
their homeland is being constantly questioned.”

As Schwartz pondered the increasing levels of anti-
Semitism in so many parts of the world these days, he
observed that Europeans especially are intent on forget-
ting the past. Instead of accepting responsibility for
allowing the Holocaust to occur, Schwartz suggested,
the opposite has now happened, and “Europeans will
never forgive Jews for the Holocaust,” implying that
Europeans are angry at Jews for saddling Europeans
with guilt over having stood by while the Holocaust
occurred.

In Schwartz’s view, it “doesn’t feel good for
Europeans” to come to the realization that it was their
“civilization that allowed the Holocaust to occur.”

“How do you deal with that?” he asked. “By calling
the Israelis Nazis,” he suggested.

The question and answer session that followed Schwartz’s talk strayed
even further from the original subject of the Balfour Declaration, as one
speaker after another wondered why Israel has become so vilified on the
world stage today.

I tried to bring the discussion back to some sort of focus on the Balfour
Declaration when I suggested that demographic evidence would seem to
support the notion that a good part of the increase in the Palestinian Arab
population between 1922-1947 was attributable to the large increase in
Jewish immigration at that time – and the resultant boost to the Palestinian
economy. In 1914 the Palestinian Arab population was 525,000 while the
Jewish population was 94,000; in 1922 the Palestinian Arab population was
589,000, while the Jewish population was 84,000; in 1931 the Palestinian
Arab population had grown to 760,000, while the Jewish population was
now 175,000; and by 1947 the Palestinian Arab population had grown to
1,181,000, while the Jewish population was 630,000. In other words, the
Palestinian Arab population had more than doubled from 1914-1947 – a 33-
year period, whereas in the eight-year period from 1914-1922 it had grown
only 12%. 

While there were some improvements made to health care among the
Palestinian Arabs from 1922-1947, it would seem fair to conclude, as has
been the argument advanced by many historians, that the explosive growth
in the Arab population of Palestine paralleled the large scale increase in
Jewish immigration to Palestine between 1922-1947. One might conclude,
therefore, that the Balfour Declaration was not only the most important
proclamation leading up to the establishment of the State of Israel, it also
led indirectly but concomitantly to the doubling of the Palestinian Arab
population. That’s something you don’t see or hear when it comes to Arab
denunciations of the Balfour Declaration. 

Bryan Schwartz
Continued from page 3.

The meal
that we ate in
the Leonardo
Hotel that
night was the
most memo-
rable of the
week. For
my husband
and I, who
keep kosher,
the options
of steak,
roast, lamb,
chicken –
were endless and mouth watering. 

We sang zemiros (led by my husband) until late into the night, at one
point dancing around our table!

After a thoroughly relaxing Shabbat in Jerusalem, we did a night ride
through the Old City – one of the scarier cycles as it was a challenge to
avoid the cars and people on the narrow cobblestone streets!

The following day we rode on a new bike trail that circles Jerusalem.
What a treat! We had been accustomed to riding on the highway. To ride
on a bike path felt like luxury. Our journey that day ended at the Cramim
Spa Hotel – a highlight in every way. The food, the spa, the hotel rooms,
the service – everything about Cramim is to be recommended. I would be
happy to visit annually. 

The next day we were transported to Tel Aviv for a final dinner and to
bid fond goodbyes to our newfound friends. 

Our holiday was a thorough ten out of ten. My husband and I are
thrilled that we accomplished the challenges of the bike journey through
the starkly beautiful Negev Desert. We have a whole new group of close
friends. 

We visited sites that we would not have been able to visit had it not
been for the JNF arrangements. We saw the desert in a way that cannot
be compared to views through the windows of a car. 

Would I do it again? You bet! 

(l-r): ERIC MALLOY of Bridges for Peace, with
River Heights MLA JON GERRARD, and
HADJI HESSO, of the Yazidi Association of
Manitoba photo courtesy of Don Barnard

Continued
from previ-
ous page.

Our last ride together
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SHELLEY BRESLAW-WYNNE
May 15, 1963 - November 5, 2017

If you are reading this, it
means that I have moved
on. Not by choice. Let me
be clear on that. I will be-
gin by saying that I have
had an awesome life. I was
the first child born to Claire
and Jerome on May 15,
1963. Twenty-six months
later my little
(shoodenvinkle) sister
showed up, and the strug-

gle for supremacy began.
Summers at Clear Lake, playing on Borebank Street,

matching dresses our mother would make, and Ramah
Hebrew School were some of the highlights of that
time.

Then my real-life baby doll arrived. Nine-and-a-half
years old, and I had a real live baby attached to my left
hip. Curtis was the cutest, happiest baby ever. While
later I would sometimes resent the free babysitting I
was required to do, it was worth it. I mean, who better
than I to explain the facts of life to this impressionable
little curly blond?

My teen years were tough, to say the least. JB
Mitchell and Grant Park schools broadened my life.
Experiences travelling to Trinidad, Texas, Portugal
and Quebec with my schools were fantastic, and I
highly recommend them. Living on my own and at-
tending the University of Winnipeg Collegiate brought
new challenges and new friends. Good times, right?
Good times.

Graduating from the University of Winnipeg was a
milestone. If only I knew what I wanted to be when I
grew up.

The year 1984 brought two grand families together,
when my paternal grandfather Harry Breslaw (Deeda
to us) married Esther and the Tessler family, so Shelley,
Susan and Curtis added Shelley, Debbie and Susan et
al to our family tree.

A variety of jobs, learning to live with Crohn's
disease, led me to my calling, publicity. This led me to
Toronto, which led me to Kevin. We moved from
Toronto to Winnipeg in 1992, and then the fun began.
Marriage in 1994, and then the arrival of the light of our
lives, Sophie Beatrice, on August 17, 1999.

The year before, in 1998, two other grand families
joined together, and welcomed our brotha and sista
from another motha, Sharon and Stephen, and their
growing families, when our mom Claire married their
dad, Paul Granovsky.

Life was good, and life was challenging. I had many
jobs. Some were good, and some were meh. Being a
mom to Sophie was the most life-affirming best job ever.

Motherhood brought even more blessings into my
life. My Montessori mamas, my Brock Corydon fami-
lies, the wonderful families of Sophie's friends. And
then I got cancer, and had surgery.

And then I got cancer again, and had surgery. And then
I got cancer again, and life changed for all of us. More
travel, never enough family, and learning to surrender.

When you are my age and have such a large extended
family, and so many friends, you leave behind more
than those who went before you:

Kevin, my husband, and my beloved daughter Sophie,
mom Claire Breslaw (Paul), dad Jerome Breslaw,
sister Susan Robson (Tom), brother Curtis Breslaw
(Sara), my nephews Ethan, Malcolm and Sam, my
sister and brother by choice Sharon and Stephen, aunts
and uncles too numerous to mention, and my friend
Lesley O'Hara; Kevin's sister Laurel and the Rogers
family in Ontario.

I have been blessed with many friends in my life, but
more recently I have come to call these people my
family: Sarah, Flynn, Dona, Cindy, Mandy, Lois, Angie,
Pam, Tanya, Tracey, Brenda, Sonya, Elaine, and Kelly,
and all of the other wonderful women in my life. You
too, Philip.

Thanks to the amazing people at CancerCare St.
Boniface: my nurses, my doctors and all of the people
who tried to keep me alive and comfortable.

I'm trying to think of my legacy, or what I will leave
behind. There are no buildings or monuments in my
name. But if I was able to impart anything, I hope it
would be this: be kind, be generous of spirit, be
compassionate, help people and be humble, and love,
love, love.

Children should never die before their parents, or
leave young children. Yes, Sophie, you are young.

I'm off on another adventure, and I will always be
with you. Have fun, make new memories and celebrate
life.

****
Shelley passed on Sunday, November 5, 2017, and

her funeral service was held at Shaarey Zedek Syna-
gogue in Winnipeg on Tuesday, November 7, 2017.
Pallbearers were Murray Elfenbaum, Stephen
Granovsky, Andy McKiel, Bradley Swartz, Steven
Schwartz and Philip Shore. The service was officiated
by Rabbi Alan Green.

She was preceded by her maternal grandparents
Samuel and Chassie Nelko, her paternal grandparents
Harry (Deeda) and Sadie Breslaw, and her step-grand-
mother, Esther Tessler Breslaw.

For those wishing to commemorate Shelley's life, a
contribution can be made to the Family Navigation
program, in memory of Reid Bricker, at the Mood
Disorders Association of Manitoba. Contact Ro-Jean
Anstett at (204) 786-0987.

Additionally, in honour of Shelley, either a volunteer
commitment or a donation can be provided to
CancerCare Manitoba. Contact (204) 787-2197.

The family would like to thank Dr. Krahn and the
staff at CancerCare St. Boniface as well as the staff at
5E in St. Boniface Hospital for all their care.

May her memory be a blessing.

SOLOMON DAVID (SAM) KIMELMAN
May 27, 1927 – October 31, 2017

With grieving hearts, we
announce the passing of
Sam.

Born in Bilcze Zlote,
Borszczow, Galicia, Po-
land (now Ukraine), Sam
survived the horrors of the
Holocaust but lost his fa-
ther and many extended
family members.

Sam immigrated to Win-
nipeg in January 1949 and

married his wife, Edith, on April 4, 1954.
Much of his working career was spent as a dedicated

and skilled avionics technician in the airline industry.
Sam was based in Winnipeg but frequently worked in
northern locales such as Chesterfield Inlet, NU, Church-
ill, MB, and Red Lake, ON. Training courses took him
to the USA and Japan.

Sam had many fine qualities such as integrity, resil-
ience, modesty, wisdom, humour, and devotion to
family. He was deeply proud of his accomplished sons
and took pride in his grandsons.

Sam spoke seven languages, followed current events,
loved to reminisce, and walked several miles daily. He
loved the sun and enjoyed trips to places such as
Florida, Hawaii, Cuba, and Vietnam. An avid gar-
dener, Sam enjoyed many summer visits to the Winni-
peg Beach cottage.

Living a traditional Jewish life was of the utmost
importance to Sam. He was a faithful, long-time mem-
ber of Chavurat Tefila Synagogue, and active partici-
pant of the Shaarey Zedek minyanaires.

Cherishing Sam’s memory is Edith, his wife of 63
years, sons Neal of Vietnam, Dr. Allen (Jay) of Winni-
peg, Dr. Perry (Ruth) of Winnipeg, grandsons Elliot
and Ari, nieces, nephews, and extended family in
Montreal, New York, and Israel. Sam was predeceased
by parents, Mendel Kimmelmann (1943) and Shaina
(Sabina) Sternschuss (1976), and sisters Sarah Ross
(2011) and Czarna Stermer (2008).

The funeral, officiated by Rabbi Yosef Benarroch,
was held at Chesed Shel Emes on November 3, 2017.
The meal of condolence was held at the Gwen Secter
Centre. Interment was in the family plot at Bnay
Abraham Cemetery. Honourary pallbearers were: Sam
Bebchuk, David Diamond, and Irvin Labovitch. Ac-
tive pallbearers were: Ruben Abecassis, Sam Kravtsov,
Myron Love, Jerry Rubin, Bob Steele, and Morley
Wiseman. Shiva was observed at home.

We extend our heartfelt appreciation for the outpour-
ing of love and support from our family and friends. We
are eternally grateful to the ICU team, 5th floor, at the
I.H. Asper Institute, for their compassionate and dedi-
cated care.

Donations may be made to a charity of one’s choice.

OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Unveilings and In Memoriams, $8

per column inch. Extra charge for photo $15.
Payment may be made over phone, with Visa or

Mastercard. Please e-mail obituaries to
jewishp@mymts.net

RUTH MICHELLE SHANE (nee MIGIE)
1947 - 2017

It is with profound sad-
ness that the family of
Ruth (Migie) Shane an-
nounces her sudden pass-
ing in Ottawa on Decem-
ber 2, 2017 at the age of
70.

Ruth is survived by her
daughter Beka Shane
Denter (and Christian),
granddaughters Elle and
Cali, brothers Brian (Ce-
leste) and Bernie (Se-

nora), nephews Michael and Aaron and niece Aiyana,
as well as many cousins and dear friends.

Born in 1947, Ruth enjoyed a thriving childhood
surrounded by her cousins, aunts and uncles and grand-
parents in the warm ethnocentric environment of the
Jewish North End. Active at both summer camps,
B’nai Brith and Massad, the YMHA and BBYO, Ruth
graduated as the Valedictorian of her grade 11 class at
Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate. After one-year abroad in
Morocco (1967), Ruth returned to the USA to marry.
Shortly thereafter, she moved to Ontario to settle into
a 35 year career with the Federal Government. She was
blessed with one child, her daughter Beka, whom she
raised in Ottawa and where she established many life-
long close friendships.

Post retirement (2012), Ruth loved to travel, was
active in her Reform Temple and had a keen interest in
various leisure activities including yoga, choir and
doing volunteer work with seniors. Her last day was
typical, spent over a lunch with a close friend, Shayla
Mindell, whom we thank for bringing Ruth to hospital
on this critical day. Ruth suffered an aorta dissection
which came on suddenly and unexpectedly. We thank
Drs. Ritcey and Grau of the Ottawa Civic Hospital for
their kind and attentive medical intervention. Unfortu-
nately, Ruth succumbed and passed later that day.

We all shall cherish and lovingly remember Ruth’s
warmth and generosity. There was never a birthday
forgotten, always a gift in hand. Her love of family and
friends was a testament to her kindness of spirit. To
honor Ruth’s blessed memory, contributions may be
made to the charity of your choice.
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MEMORIAMS WEEK OF
DEC.  6

IRWINE (IKE) PERMUT
It is with great sadness

that we announce the pass-
ing of Irwine (Ike) Permut
on November 07, 2017 at
the Concordia Hospital sur-
rounded by his family and
his special friend Anne
Dudeck.

Ike’s funeral took place
at the Etz Chayim Syna-
gogue with interment at the
Bnay Abraham Cemetery.
Pall bearers were Ari
Kapitany, Jeff Gilbert,
Merrill Shulman, Mark

Cohen, Mark Shuster, and Avery Spigelman.
Ike was born in 1925, the middle of three children to

Hershel (Harry) and Sarah Permut. He was prede-
ceased in 2008 by the love his of life for over 68 years
– Ruth. He was also predeceased by his older brother
Hymie and younger sister Bessie.

Left to cherish and honour Ike’s memory are his
children Marsha, Harriet, and Arnold, and Arnold’s
wife Susan. He is also survived by grandchildren Ari
Kapitany, Jessy Kapitany and her husband Paul
Gribbon, and Janie Gilbert and her husband Jeff. He is
also survived by great grandchildren Hope and Andrew
Gribbon, and Zoe and Sam Gilbert.

Ike grew up in Winnipeg’s North End where he not
only received a formal education in the school system,
but also received an education in “the school of hard
knocks”.

At an early age he developed an interest in and
significant skills related to things mechanical in nature
particularly cars and trucks. This formed the basis for
his subsequent career paths. During World War II he
served in the Canadian Army as a staff sergeant both
fixing trucks and teaching young soldiers how to
properly drive trucks. In spite of his vision problems he
also taught marksmanship. Clearly he needed to be and
was a man of infinite patience.

Following the war years Ike worked as master me-
chanic at Stern Trucks, Winnipeg Electric which be-
came Winnipeg Transit in later years, and Winnipeg
Motors. He ultimately worked for many years in man-
agement positions at Princess Auto and at Mandak
Metal Processors in Selkirk where his expertise and
hard work helped build both into very successful
companies.

Perhaps his greatest and respected contributions dur-
ing his life were in the form of “paying it back” to the
community of Winnipeg through many volunteer po-
sitions. He chaired the building committees for both
the Bnay Abraham Synagogue and the associated
housing co-op. He was also President of the Bnay
Abraham Synagogue for two terms.

For many years Ike was a passionate volunteer mem-
ber of the board of directors and President of the Jewish
community funeral home the Chesed Shel Emes. He
devoted many hours of his time in the support and
betterment of this institution so important to the Jewish
community in Winnipeg. He also served on the board
of directors of the Gwen Secter Active Living Centre.

Following Ruth’s passing at the Misericordia Place
Nursing Home, he served as a volunteer on the Ethics
Committee for that nursing home. He also volunteered
as a member of the public on the Discipline Committee
of the College of Registered Nurses of Manitoba.

At his core, Ike was a devoted family man. In recent
years it was a joy to see the love he gave and received
in return from his grandchildren and great grandchil-
dren. He went to great lengths to spend time with them
including taking the bus on the coldest days of winter
to visit.

For those wishing to make donations in Ike’s memory,
donations may be sent to:

The Bessie Permut Ruder Hospice and Palliative
Care Fund (at the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba) or

The Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre.
The family wishes to thank Dr. Caners and the staff

at the Concordia Hospital for their care and compas-
sion during his final days.

Finally, if Ike were to have the last word which he
frequently did, he might have left two important mes-
sages being: “the important things in life aren’t things”
and “you can’t beat fun”!! In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LEON CHAM
who passed away

December 15, 1986
13 days in Kislev

CLARA CHAM
who passed away

December 24, 2007
15 days in Tevet

In Memoriam
18th Yahrzeit 15th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ARCHIE
BLANK

who passed away
December 1, 1999
23 Days in Kislev

In loving memory of

ELIZABETH
BLANK

who passed away
December 18, 2002

13 Days in Tevet
— Always in our hearts, greatly missed and forever loved by your
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY DVERIS
who passed away

December 18, 1981
22 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your family.

MORLEY GOLDEN
MORLEY GOLDEN, beloved husband of 39 years

to Marlene, passed away peacefully on November 25,
2017 at the Seven Oaks Hospital, at the age of 87. He
also leaves to mourn his brother, Earl (Suzanne); his
children: Haylee (Michael), Shaen (Firouzeh); step-
son, Michael (Donna); grand children: Ari, Tovi, Hud-
son, Blake & Preston; step grandchildren: Sabrina,
Stacey (Jeff) as well as numerous nieces and nephews.

Morley was a unique individual. He marched to the
beat of his own drum. He did everything he set out to
do in his life. He was an avid curler and enjoyed fishing
and golfing. Morley & Marlene even ran half-mara-
thons. He spent countless hours going from auctions to
flea markets to garage sales and was even featured on
the Canadian Pickers TV show. He had many different
collections including books, phonographs, coins and
stamps and enjoyed showing them to others. He was an
honorary lifetime member of the Manitoba Antique
Auto Club. He was a long time Mason & Shriner and
was a past “Grand Master” at his Masonic lodge. He
volunteered at the Shrine Circus to help less fortunate
children. Morley & Marlene never missed driving in
his oversized convertible in the Shiners parades at all
the Manitoba summer festivals in full Shriner regalia.
Morley was a member of the Yachad Bnai Brith group
and served on the board of Camp Massad.

The funeral was held at Etz Chayim Synagogue at
1:00 PM on November 28, 2017 with burial at Bnai
Abraham cemetery. Cantor Tracy Kasner Greaves
officiated. Pallbearers were his son Shaen Golden, his
brother Earl Golden, nephews Noel & Matthew Golden,
Brian Shuster and his good friend Phil Hoffer.

Flowers gratefully declined. In honour of Morley’s
memory, donations may be made to a charity of your
choice.

PAUL DIVINSKY
With broken hearts, we

announce the passing of
Paul Divinsky CA, on No-
vember 18, 2017.

Paul was born in Dau-
phin, MB, on May 16,
1927. He recently cel-
ebrated his 90th birthday
with family and friends.
Paul is survived by his wife
Carla of 49 years. He was
looking forward to having
a big celebration next year
for their 50th wedding an-

niversary. He is survived by his son Aaron (Kim)
Divinsky and grandchildren Noah and Kaylee. He was
loved and will be missed every day by his daughter
Mara (Shane) and grandchildren Tyler, Mattie and
Ryder. He adored them all so much and was such a
proud and loving Zaidee.

Paul was predeceased by his parents Harry and
Esther Divinsky and sister Ruby Chafetz.

Paul was a chartered accountant in his own practice
and was later involved in other business endeavours.

From an early age Paul was active in the Jewish
community, B’nai Brith, Ramah School board, The
Council of Christians and Jews and as chair of Shalom
Residences.

Paul enjoyed traveling with Carla and the kids for
many years, visiting family and friends overseas and in
the US.

Paul was one of the kindest human beings and was
deeply loved and cherished by family and friends. He
was a real mensch and he will be missed every second
of every day. He lived every day thinking and doing for
others. We are better people for having him in our
hearts.

“My Zaidee had a good life and he would poke me
and tell me how much he loved me all the time. I will
miss him.”- Ryder.

In Paul’s honour, if you so wish, donations maybe
made to the Jewish Foundation, Human Rights Mu-
seum or charity of choice.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABE LOVE
who passed away

November 30, 1977
20 Days in Kislev

— Lovingly remembered by
his wife, Gladys, and children
Myron (and Symma) and
Sharon.

Deadline for the Dec. 20 issue of
The Jewish Post & News

is noon Thursday, Dec.    14

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BETTY GLESBY
who passed away

November 27, 2010
20 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by  your nieces
and nephews.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of our dear

wife and mother

GOLDIE
TABACHNICK

who passed away
December 9, 1987
18 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and
sadly missed by her family.
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In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ISAAC (IKE)
VICKAR

who passed away
December 6, 2015
24 days in Kislev

– Lovingly missed by  your wife,
children and grandchildren.

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
DEC.  13

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ZAHAVA BAUM
who passed away

December 10, 2004
27 Days in Kislev

Thirteen years have passed
since you left us and the pain of
your absence is always with us.
—Ever  remembered  and
never  forgotten by your loving
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MONTY BINDER
who passed away
December 3, 1972
27 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his wife, children,
and grandchildren.

In loving memory of

MOE KLEIN
who passed away

December 22, 1992
28 days in Kislev

— Forever in our hearts and
sadly  missed by his children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
25th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ANNETTE
LASKER

who passed away
December 13, 2012
29 Days in Kislev

— Loved and remembered
forever by her son & daughter-
in-law, grandchildren, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BERNIE
LERNER

who passed away
December 11, 2012
27 days in Kislev

Forever in our hearts
– Deeply loved and missed by
his wife Sybil, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

ALFRED F.
GUNN

who passed away
December 28, 1980

22 Tevet 5741
— Forever missed by their family.

ELEANOR N.
GUNN

who passed away
December 11, 2013

29 Kislev 5774

In loving memory of our parents and grandparents

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MORRIS STEEL
who passed away

December 25, 1986
23 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SAUL
HOCHMAN

who passed away
December 20, 2000
23 Days in Kislev

You are with us forever,
Dearly loved and forever
Missed day by day by
Your children, grandchildren
and family.

In loving memory of

FANNY (Faige)
KORMAN
who passed away
December 1, 1980
23 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

AARON
ARLINSKY
who passed away
December 7, 1995
15 Days in Kislev

You live on in our memory and
hearts forever.
— Sadly missed by your family
Audrey, Nata, Kayla, Rena,
Mahalia and Leah.

22nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam
10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

EDITH BLANK
who passed away
December 1, 2007
21 Days in Kislev

— Sadly missed by your
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

IZZY WEINSTEIN
who passed away
December 1, 1988
22 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam
17th Yahrzeit

In memory of

DR. ARNOLD
GOLDSTEIN

who passed away
December 20, 2000

23 days in Kislev
— Ever remembered and
always loved by your family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

MAX
SILVERMAN

who passed away
December 10, 1979

20 days in Kislev
– Forever loved and deeply
missed by his children,
grandchildren and family.

In loving memory of

SUSAN
ROSNER
who passed away

December 17, 1998
28 Days in Kislev

— Always remembered, loved
and honoured by her family.

19th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

PAMELA
BUCHALTER

who passed away
December 2, 1993
19 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren,
mother and family.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SOPHIE FIEN
ESKOW

who passed away
December 12, 2006
21 Days in Kislev

— Lovingly remembered by
her children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends.

14th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOSEPH
BELLAN

who passed away
December 18, 2003
23 Days in Kislev

—Ever remembered by your
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, nieces,
nephews, and friends.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAUL GILMORE
who passed away
December 4, 2004

21 Days in Kislev, 5765
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren and family.
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In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

AUDREY LEVY
who passed away
December 5, 2002
30 Days in Kislev

There will always be a heart-
ache and often a silent tear.
But always special memories
of the days you were here.
Remembering you is easy
we do it every day,
But missing you is the heartache
That will never go away.
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, brother,
family and friends.

As another year passes we reflect on the lives of our parents Molly
and Sam Kowalson and the lessons in life imparted from them to us.
They taught us the meaning of dedication to family, the value of a
good name and the importance of living by the golden rule.
Bittersweet memories of family gatherings at such times as Pesach
and Rosh Hashanah flood our minds as do thoughts of their
overwhelming concern for our well being.

Death is never final – it is only a temporary parting. One day we
will all be together again.
– Lovingly remembered and honoured always by your children,
grandchildren and great grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SAMUEL
KOWALSON

who passed away
December 15th, 1980
8 days in Tevet, 5741

MOLLY
KOWALSON

who passed away
November 23rd, 2015

11 days in Kislev, 5776

In Memoriam
37th Yahrzeit 2nd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by their children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

17th Yahrzeit 2nd Yahrzeit

SAM WOLFMAN
who passed away

December 17, 2000
20 days in Kislev

In loving memory of

JEAN WOLFMAN
who passed away

December 11, 2015
29 days in Kislev

In Memoriam

ALLAN
ZELICKSON

who passed away
December 20, 2014

MARIAN
ZELICKSON

who passed away
December 17, 2013

— Missed by your children and grandchildren.

In loving memory of

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by Lois, Barb,
Lorne, Willow, Danielle and
Justin.

In loving memory of

RITA COSMAN
who passed away

December 13, 2006

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
23rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of our dear
husband, father and zaida

HARRY
GARFIELD
who passed away

November 30, 1994
27 Days in Kislev

— Forever in our hearts and
always remembered by his wife,
children and grandchildren.

2nd Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RONALD
(RUBE)

GANETSKY
who passed away

December 13, 2015
1st day of Tevet

Always in our hearts and
forever in our thoughts.
– Missed by your loving wife,
children, grandchildren,
brother,  family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
father, grandfather, and

great-grandfather

HYMIE GRUSKO
who passed away

December 26, 1970
26 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MAX
MANISHEN

who passed away
December 19, 1990

2 Days in Teveth, 5751
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his sister, nieces and
nephews.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
mother, grandmother and

great-grandmother

NINA PAISNER
who passed away

December 24, 1970
26 Days in Kislev

Many a lonely heartache
Often a silent tear
But always a beautiful memory
Of one we loved so dear.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her son Roy,
daughter-in-law Sheila,
granddaughters and great
granddaughters.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHEILA
ROITENBERG

who passed away
December 23, 2008
26 Days in Kislev

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her husband Shom,
children Kerry, Janis, Evan
and Audra and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ERIC SWIRSKY
who passed away

December 15, 2013
13 days in Tevet

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his children,
grandchildren, great-grand-
children, family and friends.

In loving memory of

NOAH
WITMAN

who passed away
December 23, 2000
26 Days in Kislev

Forever synonymous with the
Yiddish language in the hearts
and minds of the many
thousands of Winnipeggers
whose lives he touched.
— Ever remembered by your
family, friends and co-
workers.

17th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

CLARA (CHAIKE)
LUNGEN
who passed away

December 10, 2007
1 Day in Tevet

You are always in our hearts.
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MARK
SHENBACK

Who passed away
Dec 2, 2010

26 Kislev
—Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his wife Elaine,
son Brett (Meg), sister Pam,
Family and Friends.

In Memoriam
7th Yahrzeit



WINNIPEG B’nai Brith Canada (Nov. 24, 2017) – A  Winnipeg radio
station has suspended one of its programs after B’nai Brith Canada high-
lighted its promotion of anti-semitic conspiracy theories.

CKUW 95.9 FM, the official campus radio station of the University of
Winnipeg, removed “Where Angels Fear to Tread” from the air for six
weeks following an incident on its Saturday, Nov. 11 broadcast.

During that broadcast, Toronto-based conspiracy theorist Sydney White
told listeners that Israelis had gassed and cremated the victims of the Sept.
11, 2001 terrorist attacks, and accused American-Jewish businessman
Larry Silverstein, who leased the World Trade Center, of profiting from the
disaster. She also repeatedly described the United States as “Zionist
America,” and accused Jewish bankers of fomenting the Russian
Revolution.

In addition to the action taken against the program, a B’nai Brith repre-
sentative will appear on CKUW to discuss the rise of antSsemitic incidents
in Canada, as recorded in its 2016 Audit of anti-Semitic Incidents.

“We commend CKUW for taking action against antisemitism on the air,”
said Michael Mostyn, Chief Executive Officer of B’nai Brith Canada.
“This hateful content was totally inappropriate for any Canadian radio sta-
tion, let alone one financed in part by mandatory student fees.”

The University of Winnipeg Student Association, which transfers student
fees to CKUW, faced a vote on the anti-Israel boycott, divestment and
sanctions (BDS) movement on Oct. 25. The motion to endorse BDS failed
by a significant margin after Jewish students and groups rallied to defeat it.

Rise in anti-Jewish hate crimes 
confirmed by Statistics Canada

OTTAWA B’nai Brith Canada (Nov. 28, 2017) – A report released by
Statistics Canada Tuesday reveals a significant increase in hate crimes tar-
geting Canada’s Jewish population in 2016. According to Tuesday’s report,
anti-Semitic hate crimes rose from 178 incidents in 2015 to 221 incidents
in 2016 – an increase of 24 per cent. The most worrying increases were in
Ontario (+41), Quebec (+11) and Manitoba (+7). This stark upsurge in hate
crimes targeting the Canadian Jewish community greatly outpaced the pro-

portionally smaller rise in similar incidents in the United States.
The figures are consistent with B’nai Brith Canada’s 2016 Audit of anti-

Semitic Incidents, which documented the highest levels of nationwide
antiSemitism on record, since the establishment of the Audit in the mid-
1980s.

“Today’s newly-released figures confirm that anti-Semitic hate crimes
are an increasingly serious problem in Canada,” said Michael Mostyn,
Chief Executive Officer of B’nai Brith Canada. “Canadians from coast to
coast have seen the swastikas, heard the anti-Jewish hate speech, and now
have access to the statistics as well. B’nai Brith will continue to expose
anti-Semitic hate crimes where and when they occur, working with police,
prosecutors and government officials to ensure that the perpetrators are
brought to justice.

“We commend Statistics Canada for this early release of summary data,
which will surely aid both government policy-makers and advocacy groups
in tackling the persistent scourge of hate crimes.”

The overall number of hate crime incidents also increased slightly from
2015 to 2016, rising from 1,362 to 1,409, for an increase of 3.5 per cent.

Winnipeg radio station takes action against antiSemitism
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Jewish wrestler calls out colleague 
for dressing as Hasid

(JTA) – A Jewish professional wrestler has called
out a non-Jewish colleague who dresses as a Hasidic
Jew for his matches, saying it is “the equivalent of
black face.”

David Starr, whose given name is Max Barsky, in
a post on Facebook complained about Mathias
Glass, who calls himself “The Most Jewish Man
Alive.”

Glass dresses in an oversized fur hat called a
shtreiml and a black suit with the fringes of his tzitz-
it hanging out. He has sidecurls, or payos, and often
breaks into Hasidic dancing.

“I want everyone to know that Mathias Glass is not
Jewish,” Starr wrote Thursday on Facebook. “The

stereotype driven character
he portrays is offensive and
distasteful. It is the equiva-
lent of black face. Imagine
me painting my face black and acting as a black
character that was completely stereotypically dri-
ven. How would you react? How would the pub-
lic react?”

Starr, 26, said he has messaged Glass previous-
ly about his gimmick, and knows other Jews in
wrestling who have urged him to stop.

“Prior to finding out that he wasn’t Jewish, I
thought the schtick was entertaining,” Starr also
wrote. “I don’t necessarily like stereotype driven
gimmicks in general, but this was clearly a self
deprecating (at least I thought it self deprecating)
comedic style. I am not a no fun sensitive
snowflake type. I can make fun of myself and my
people, but someone from outside the community
has no right.”

Reaction to Starr’s post was mixed, with some
agreeing that it is offensive and others calling on
the wrestler to lighten up. Others pointed out that
wrestling has always been about exaggerated and
offensive stereotypes.

On Friday, Starr posted: “I guess black face in
wrestling would be ok. Good to know. Sad state
of affairs we are in. My faith in humanity has
been pretty much torn to bits.”

He later posted a photo of himself flashing his
middle finger with the message
“hashtagUnapologetic.”

Glass on Friday said in a tweet: “Wrestling is
real and I’m Jewish. Oy.”

– Mathias Glass (@HasidicOutlaw) November
24, 2017

He also retweeted many messages of support
from both fans and competitors.

“I find myself pulling back on some of the
stereotypical stuff … but to the chagrin of many
many Jewish fans, friends, and fellow wrestlers.
I’m constantly evolving, constantly learning, and
always willing to listen to constructive criticism,”
he tweeted Sunday.

On Monday, Starr tweeted that he stood by his
statements.

Happy Chanukah to all 
our friends and clients. 
From sophisticated and comprehensive requirements  
of business enterprises to the personal needs 
of individuals, we understand that the greater 
the need, the more experience matters. 

Mathias Glass
a.k.a. “The
Most Jewish
Man Alive”



When you have
twins, many people
ask questions, particu-
larly about “when”
you will separate
them. When did they
sleep in separate cribs,
rooms, go to different
activities, or have sep-

arate school classes? The answers for every fam-
ily are different, of course.

My kids arrived at the same time, but they’re
fraternal twins. That means - they’re brothers
and they’re the same age. From the beginning,
we tried to make Jewish connections to this: part
of their Hebrew names are Ephraim and
Menashe, and their dad is named, in part, Yosef.
(And his father’s name is Ya’akov.) In the Bible,
Ephraim and Menashe were brothers, not twins.

Yet, twins have a special bond. My kids slept
in the same crib for about nine months…and
then in cribs across the room from each other. I
met another parent of twin girls once. He
described how the two toddlers would be placed
in their separate, but adjoining cribs to sleep.
Inevitably, someone climbed into the other crib.
When their parents went to get them, they both
were sleeping in the same place. 

Even now, one of my twins begs the other for
a ‘sleep over’ and what he means is, “Can I go
climb into your bed with you?” (We say no, as it
ends up keeping everyone in the house up.) My
kids also shared something else – they didn’t
sleep through the night until they were four years
old. It wouldn’t be an overstatement to say: We
value sleep and bedtime – perhaps much more
than togetherness. 

When I looked up the Torah portion for this
week, Vayeshev, Genesis 27:1-40:23, I saw that
it’s a difficult story about brothers. It’s essential-
ly about favoritism and sibling rivalry…when
Joseph’s older brothers decide to gang up on him
and get rid of him, because he is their father’s
favorite.

I asked my kids what they thought about it, and
they mentioned how great it was to have a broth-
er, and a twin. They didn’t have toys that were
‘too old’ or ‘too little kid’ for them and they
always had someone with whom to play. They
love each other. They are best friends. They
chose to take baths together in our claw foot
bathtub until they were too big to fit comfort-
ably.

At the same time, they also fight, get very jeal-
ous of anything seen as “unfair”– all the normal
sibling things. However, instead of reading only
rabbinic commentaries this time, I thought about
my kids’ responses. This is valuable, too.
They’re learning to take turns, take care of each
other, and establishing these bonds for life.

My husband shared a room with his brother
throughout their childhood. In adulthood,
despite managing young families and living in
different countries, they still communicate often,
about everything and nothing.

A teacher recently suggested I might separate
my kids so they could develop their ‘individual-
ity.’ Instead, I reflected on the teenagers I met
when I lived on a kibbutz in Israel. They were
raised in children’s houses, all together. Though
not twins, they were raised as a group. While this
model isn’t common anymore, kibbutzniks pro-
duced great leaders for the state of Israel: many
brave volunteers, military leaders and strong
politicians. The kids I met answered questions as
a class: Their favorite game was soccer, their
favorite foods were chips (French fries), ice
cream and salad. The strength these kids had
together and their camaraderie were powerful.
We chose to keep our kids together – to nurture
a deep feeling; that someone has their back.

Part of sharing everything is learning together

what’s safe and acceptable, and what isn’t. I
want to  raise my kids in Jewish ways – and that
includes working on raising boys who know
how to respect others. My kids love the newspa-
per cartoons, but require an adult to read and
interpret them…and lately, political cartoons
about celebrities and sexual assault are more fre-
quent. This is a “touchy” subject for six-year-
olds.

The rabbis teach us that everything is worth
examining, and open to interpretation and
extrapolation. Whether it’s the Torah portion’s
lessons about how to treat siblings or a cartoon
at the breakfast table, we need to think critically
and learn from what is presented to us. This
morning, we covered another lesson: “This man
touched other people without permission. No
one wanted to be touched that way. He lost his
job. Now people are saying how wrong this
behavior is – in the cartoons and news.” 

North American society puts a strong empha-
sis on being rugged individualists - people who
know their minds and act independently.
However, being a good Jewish person, a men-
sch, involves knowing how to behave amongst
others…people you love, and strangers, too.
Often, life isn’t fair; your youngest brother gets
a fancy handmade coat, like Joseph. Yet what
matters is where the rubber hits the road; how
we use ‘derech eretz’ (the right way to behave)
to cope with what life gives us. How we behave
and treat others, no matter who they are, is what
counts. In Jewish tradition, it’s how we act that
matters.

Sometimes the Torah portion of the week
reminds us of how we shouldn’t behave. When
we read about Joseph’s “Technicolor Dream
Coat,” we’re
reminded to exam-
ine how we
behave: as parents,
as siblings, and as
people. We don’t
live completely
independently of
our families and
communities, even
if we see ourselves
as individuals.
When I used to
teach full time in
the inner city, I
often had to stop
students from
doing something
i n a p p r o p r i a t e

…and I’d ask, “What would your mother or
grandmother think of this?”

My twins know the Jewish thing to do: your
mother wants you to keep your hands to your-
self. Take care of each other and…don’t act like
Joseph’s brothers did! 

Have a wonderful, happy Hanukah!
Joanne Seiff writes regularly for CBC-

Manitoba as well as for Jewish publications like
this one. She’s the author of three books, includ-
ing one about the Winnipeg Jewish Community–
From the Outside In: Jewish Post Columns
2015-2016. This paperback column collection is
available at McNally-Robinson and online at
Amazon in hard copy and digital download.
Read more on her blog:
www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com.

Don’t throw your brother in a pit
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Joanne Seiff

TO DONATE, PLEASE CALL:

1-800 731-2848
ISRAEL CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT MAGEN DAVID ADOM
MAGEN DAVID ADOM CANNOT SURVIVE WITHOUT YOU www.cmdai.org

The Winnipeg Chapter wishes all our Donors,
Families and Friends a Warm and Festive 

With YOUR help – Magen David Adom continues to provide
uninterrupted emergency services to THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL

Chag Ha’ChanukahLet us pray for peace 
in our beloved Israel 
– Am Y'Israel Chai 

David Matas, C.M., Chair
E-mail: dmatas@mts.net

Rebeca Kuropatwa, Contact
E-mail: rebeca.kuropatwa@cmdai.org
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By

JOANNE SEIFF

Joseph’s older brothers decide to gang up on
him and get rid of him.



Back in the fall of 2013 I wrote
a piece “A football guru is now a
Bear” when Marc Trestman
signed on as head coach with
Chicago of the National Football
League.

From a Canadian Football
League standpoint I remarked,
“His like shall not pass this way
again.”

The Minneapolis-born Trestman, who was a former star
quarterback in college with the Minnesota Gophers and a
senior with Moorhead State, became the first Jewish head
coach in the NFL since Allie Sherman, Marv Levy and Sid
Gillman.

Marc won two of his now three Grey Cups in 2009 and 2010 with the
Montreal Alouettes
during his five-year
stay in Quebec, where
his team never failed
to make the playoffs
even with an aging,
concussed Anthony
Calvillo.

His latest coup was
to work with an aging
and injury prone sig-
nal caller, Ricky Ray,
who captured his
fourth championship
as a starting QB after
missing the playoffs
the previous season
with an uninspiring 5-
13 record. And
Trestman didn’t hesi-
tate to pronounce very
early on that Ricky
was going to be his
ray of sunshine.

As for the unpalat-
able elements at the
neutral site in Ottawa,
it must have been
somewhat dishearten-
ing to more than a few
boob-tube addicts
when they tuned in
and observed a grid-
iron that was, at least
in appearance, com-

parable in site to one of those mid-sea-
son hockey games that is designed to
enhance the coffers of the National
Hockey League.

And, it must have also crossed the
minds of some viewers that, with a pair
of outstanding quarterbacks dueling for
the Grey Cup, the potential was surely
there for a reasonably entertaining
football game instead of a scene that
more resembled jingle bells and
Rudolph the red nose reindeer with his
very shiny honker. 

And fans, no doubt, would also have
an expectation throughout the event of being able to determine the precise
yardage location of the pigskin. Not to mention, size up shapely Shania’s
act at half-time.

And, wasn’t that a nice touch when the latter was delivered to the stage
on a sleigh by sled dogs? The organizers certainly made the best out of
what seemed to be a disappointing late afternoon spectacle for some. 

I received a newsy message regarding the game from one of our excel-
lent freelance writers, Gerry Posner in Toronto, who is a former
Winnipegger and sports fan deluxe who, I recall, used to play a pretty good
game of racquetball.

To wit:  “If you watched the Grey Cup yesterday, you saw an unusual
game on several counts. One of the little known aspects of the game -
which somehow eluded mention by the broadcasters, was the fact that this
game was the first time a team which had a Jewish head coach (Marc
Trestman) and owner (Larry Tanenbaum) won a Grey Cup.”

The latter, of course, who hails from Toronto, is involved with Maple
Leafs Sports and Entertainment. Now 72, Larry earned a Bachelor of
Science degree in economics from Cornell University - and is an all-star
businessman to boot.

As for Posner’s observation that the broadcasters might have mentioned
the Yiddish background of coach Marc and owner Larry, there was as much
likelihood of that transpiring as there would have been if actors George
Clooney and Woody Allen were spotted sitting together in the crowd and
their remarking that they could easily pass for twin brothers. 

The job that Trestman accomplished wasn’t magic. Save that description
for an on-stage magician who appears to be pulling a python out of a hat or
when you next magically win a lottery and treat the entire mishpucha to
burgers at a fast-food joint after you’ve saved up a sufficient number of
coupons from your Show and Save books.

I’ve been part of scrums seeking post-game quotes in his team’s dressing
rooms and, win or lose, Marc’s demeanor is unchanging. In short, he is a
first-class mensch.

Surely you noticed that trait on the sidelines as the action unfolded.
Following the surprise upset, the players lauded him to the heavens,
expressed their devotion to their head coach, and marveled at how he man-
aged to put his team together following the disaster of 2016.

Trestman, who also coached in the NCAA, worked well with kids, and
has a law degree from the University of Miami, had another ace in the hole
in that, in the year 2010, he released his first book as an author titled
“Perseverance: Life lessons on leadership and teamwork.”

Its title speaks for itself. For a now 61-year-old gentleman, it was an
almost sacred utterance that he lived by. Hence the responses by his
devotées.

General Manager Jim Popp (also a former employee of the Alouettes
along with Trestman) conceded, when he told the fawning Argo crowd on
TV: “It takes a little luck, but I’m going to tell you, the belief in this room
is why we won.”

Marc added that it was the team’s selflessness throughout the year. “Just
185 days ago, take a look, none of us even knew each other. We came from
different places, from different teams, but we all worked together and it led
to this moment.”

And so it went and if next season you care to wager an Israeli shekel or
two on the 2018 Grey Cup, “Bo dog ,” as usual, has wasted little time post-
ing the odds. To wit:

The Calgary Stampeders are early favorites at 3-1, Eskimos and
Roughriders both listed at 5-1, Argos are 7-1, along with the Blue Bombers
and Lions, followed by the Tiger Cats, at 9-1, Redblacks 10-1, and
Alouettes 16-1.

Better yet, save your money and buy yourself a copy of Trestman’s afore-
mentioned text on lessons in life.

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and covers
football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports to
Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-mail:
harv360@shaw.ca

Trust Trestman’s boys; they pulled it off in spades
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Happy 
Chanukah!

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

Toronto Argonauts’ coach
MARC TRESTMAN



By YAAKOV LAPPIN/JNS.org

W
ithin two years, a deep underground wall,
equipped with advanced sensors, will cut
through Hamas’s ability to tunnel into Israel.

That will lead southern Israeli villages and towns to
breathe a collective sigh of relief. But the Gazan terror-
ist factions that are currently arming themselves are
likely already thinking about new ways to target
Israelis.

The IDF and Israeli Defense Ministry are working
around the clock to complete the new underground
wall. It will stretch 65 kilometers (40 miles) from north
to south, across Israel’s entire border with Gaza.

In the past, the ability to inject heavily armed, well-
trained terror squads into Israel via attack tunnels
formed a key ability in the hands of Gaza’s factions.
Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) poured con-
siderable treasure, sweat and blood (many diggers died
when tunnels collapsed on them) to create them.

Some of the tunnels branch out into multiple exit shafts. They are often
built with small rails and wheeled cars for shifting weapons around, venti-
lation systems, an electrical supply, and rooms for storing weapons and
uniforms. Some even had motorcycles parked inside.

But by 2019, the underground barrier will make it extremely difficult, if
not impossible, for terrorists to infiltrate Israel by traveling underground.  

The wall is being complemented by a new IDF tunnel detection system.
This is being used with increasing success by the military’s Southern
Command to discover and destroy tunnels.

The most recent example of this scenario was the detonation of a PIJ tun-
nel in late October, an operation that killed around 15 diggers and those
who tried to rescue them.

The underground barrier is being constructed by Israel entirely on its own
side of the border. It represents a significant Israeli gain in the high-stakes
game of cat and mouse against Gaza’s terrorists, but it is not the final word.

“In the ongoing campaign between Israel and Palestinian terrorist orga-
nizations, a competition is always happening, on learning how to utilize
technological developments, and formulating new strategies and doctrines
for action,” Prof. Boaz Ganor, executive director of Israel’s International
Institute for Counter-Terrorism, told JNS.org.

“The terror organizations are trying to find new
techniques and means to conduct attacks, and
Israel is trying to develop new technologies and
strategies for defense and attack,” Ganor said.
“The challenge posed by tunnels committed Israel
to finding a technological solutions to prevent
infiltration into its territory. The more Israel is
successful in preventing the digging of tunnels
into its territory, it is reasonable to assume that the
terror organizations will search for techniques
and means that will help them overcome the new
barrier.”

Those could include attempts to infiltrate Israel
through the sea or air, or to dig deeper tunnels
running underneath the new barrier, he added.

In fact, according to the Southern Command’s
assessments, Hamas has been working to build
new short-range rockets that are not very accu-
rate, but do carry a massive warhead, inspired by
projectiles used with devastating effect by war-
ring sides in Syria. Such a rocket could destroy
whole buildings in a direct impact.

In addition, the terror factions could try to set
up new operations out of Judea and Samaria
(commonly known as the West Bank), away from
Gaza, Ganor said.

“One must remember that despite all of the dif-
ficulties they have in getting organized in Judea
and Samaria for the purpose of conducting an
attack, these terror organizations do have the abil-
ity to transfer their infiltration efforts, for exam-
ple to kidnap soldiers and civilians, from the Gaza
Strip to Judea and Samaria,” he said.  

Meanwhile, above ground on the Gaza border,
Israel is working on completing another project—
an eight-meter (26-foot) tall fence, complete with
high masts that hold radars, and far-reaching day
and night cameras.

The above-ground barrier will deliver early
alerts on any suspicious movement, giving the
IDF a timely heads-up about the approach of ter-
ror cells. It is modeled on the advanced barriers
built along Israel’s borders with Egypt and Syria.

The underground wall can also deliver real-time

alerts. They will be sent to military
control centers that are popping up
along the border. These centers are
staffed 24 hours a day by dedicated
IDF operators, and equipped with
advanced automatic threat detection
computer systems.

The centers could, for example,
request action against tunnels
detected by the wall’s advanced
sensors, deep underground. The
IDF has additional ways of keeping
a close watch on Gaza, including
drones, surveillance flights and
field units deployed in camouflage

throughout the border, which can call
in supporting fire when they detect
threats.

A pilot program for the under-
ground wall started in the summer. In September, intensive work began to
complete the project as soon as possible.

Currently, Defense Ministry employees are working around the clock,
pouring cement onto a superstructure deep underground. Hamas and the
other terror organizations are watching the work unfold, but are not inter-
vening.

In August, Maj.-Gen. Eyal Zamir, who is in charge of the Southern
Command, told reporters that the underground barrier will “prevent the
digging of tunnels into our territory. It is advancing according to plan. In
the coming months, this project will be significantly accelerated. We will
see an expansion of the scope of works…We very much hope we will not
be challenged while working on this project.”

Prof. Uzi Rabi, director of the Moshe Dayan for Middle Eastern and
African Studies at Tel Aviv University, said the new wall could contribute
to Israel’s deterrence power, but that this deterrence would always be lim-
ited.

“It could restrain those who can be restrained,” Rabi told JNS.org.
“But since there are peripheral organizations among them [in Gaza] who

view conflict against Israel as the axis of their existence,” he said, “these
groups will channel their negative energies to find no less lethal options.”
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Israel building underground wall to prevent Gaza terror tunnels

IDF soldiers work to discover and dismantle
Hamas’s terror tunnels in the Gaza Strip in July
2014. Credit: IDF.
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Former Winnipegger Gerry Schwartz
business leader, philanthropic giant

By MYRON LOVE
In this ninth in a

series, former Win-
nipegger Gerry
Schwartz and the late
Israel Asper have
much in common.
Both practised tax law
- Schwartz articled
with Asper, before
going into partnership
in the founding of
CanWest Capital.
While their paths
diverged, both
became enormously
successful in busi-
ness, both are (were)
strong supporters of Israel – and both became world leaders in giving back
to the community. 

Schwartz, who was recognized with an honorary Doctor of Laws, hon-
oris causa, by his alma mater, the University of Manitoba, in 2014, grew
up in River Heights. In addition to his law degree from the University of
Manitoba, he has a Master of Business Administration from Harvard
University (1970). In 1983, Schwartz founded Onex Corporation, serving
as its Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Over the years, Onex has
acquired hundreds of companies, including Beatrice Foods, Celestica Inc.,
and Loews Cineplex, transforming them into successful operations.
Through his prodigious skill and leadership, Onex has grown into one of
the world’s most respected private equity firms, with more than 146,000
employees worldwide and $24 billion in global revenue.

Through Onex, Schwartz has become one of the wealthiest people in
Canada, accumulating a fortune that he and his wife, Heather Reisman
(Indigo Books and Music stores), have been generous in sharing.

In 2013, the couple donated $35 million to Mount Sinai Hospital in
Toronto.

The Gerald Schwartz School of Business at St. Francis Xavier University
was named in his honour in recognition of his donations to the university.
The gold, silver and bronze medals for top academic standing in the
JD/MBA program at the University of Toronto Faculty of Law are also
named after him. Schwartz and Reisman are also among Canada’s largest
financial supporters of Jewish charities and advocacy groups in Canada
and Israel. In 2005, they started a scholarship program for IDF lone sol-
diers called the Heseg Foundation. In 2006, Schwartz made a donation to
the University of Waterloo for an exchange program between that univer-
sity and the University of Haifa.

They have donated millions of dollars to health, education, literacy, pol-
itics and human rights, driven by a strong sense of public service and
responsibility to help those less fortunate. Schwartz has been a director,
governor or trustee of many organizations, including the Canadian Council
of Christians and Jews, Indigo Books & Music, Mount Sinai Hospital and
Harvard Business School.  Schwartz is a member of the Canadian Business
Hall of Fame and an Officer of the Order of Canada.

GERRY SCHWARTZ

Uber in Israel ordered to shut down 
ride-sharing service

JERUSALEM (JTA) – Uber must
halt its ride-sharing service in Israel, a
Tel Aviv judge ordered.

The ruling Monday gave the UberDay
and UberNight service until Wednesday
morning to shut down because the dri-
vers were not insured properly. The dri-
vers are not licensed to drive a taxi.

The Uber taxi service, which is properly licensed and insured in Israel,
can continue to operate, however.

Israeli cab drivers had sued Uber, as did Gett, a taxi service previously
known as GetTaxi.

Uber has operated in Israel for about a year. It is available in about 600
cities worldwide.

In another case pending against Uber in Israel, the Transportation
Ministry has sued the company in a Tel Aviv court for allegedly charging
to take passengers without a taxi license.


